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Barney tumbled the foremost from his horse. Pomp took the next. The remnant of the giants on foot had retreated
before the deadly fire of the Winchesters. Barney and Pomp realized that it was only a question of ammunition.
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FRANK READE, JR.'S MID-AIR SEARCH WITH HIS NEW
AIR-SHIP, THE "SKY FLYER."
A STORY OF WONDERFUL ADVENTURE.
By "NONAME,"
Author of "In the Black Zone," "The Unknown Sea,'' "Over the Steppes,'' etc., etc.

CHAPTER I.
READE, JR., the famous inventor and explorer, with whose
fame every one is lamillar, had just completed his new air-ship.
The Sky Flyer he called It, and it eclipsed all his previous efforts in
that direction. It was a marvel of beauty and mectanism.
Tbe young inventor stood nlone as the dtscoverer of a system of
aerial navigation. Scores of other inventors had partly solved tile
problem, but it had been left for Frank Reade, Jr., to perfect it absolutely.
In the first place, he bad laid the lines or a very lll!ht and narrow
eraft, so111etbiug after the architecture of a yacht. Tile stern was
round, and hi!!:b and the bow long and sharp pointed.
This hull Frank had constr~Jcted or the lightest and strongest metals known, aluminum or course being the principal material used.
When the hull was completed it could easily be lilted by two men,
80 extremely light was it.
Then he began to calculate upon the various forces of resistance in thll atmosphere which be must overc:~me,
and also tile most powerful method or aeroplanes to make the craft
rise.
He discarded the aeroplane theory for the revolving rotascopes, the
blades having n reversible action which was sufficient to bold many
times the weight of the air-ship in suspension.
Three of these rotascopes were placed upon revolving masts. Then
the propeller was made of fo<lr revolving paddles, very similar to the
propeller of a steam vessel. Ala:> from the foremast a huge sail
was rigged to steady and add speed to the air-ship in a high wind.
These problems solved, Frank next turned his thoughts to a propelling or motive power. Of course electricity was at once suggested
to him. He was familiar with this mighty ~ubjl!ct.
.
From the fertility of his brain he evolved a storage system wbicb
enutlled him to use powerful dynamos to drive the rotnscopes and
propeller. This last problem settled, the rest was easy.
The appointments and fitting up of the air·ship was par exMllence.
There was a main cabin, an after cabm, several state-rooms, cooking galley nod other eompnrtments, includiug the pilot house. In
this latter was the electric klly-board, where the operator could sit
and by a eystem of levers and push buttons direct the entire mechanism or tile boat. This was wonderful enough.
To attempt to describe the eqaipments of the Sky Flyer in detail
mi)!;ht be tedious. All will be evolved in t!Je course or our story and
witb this introductory description of the new air·ship let us hasten
on to exciting incidents of our story.
For Frank Read.e, Jr•. had planned a hazardous aerial trip.
One llay, just after completing the Sky Flyer, be saw the following
thrilling paragraph in the daily newspaper:
.,~ No tiding3 have as yet been received from the balloon navigators,
who with Dr. Jansen have undertaken to crou tbe reg10u of the AntFRANK

I arctic nnci

reach the South Pole in the car or a specially constructe:!
hplloon.
" The last seen or the distinguished savant and his balloon, the
• Republic,' was when he le!~ the northern point or Enderby Land, and
was borne by air-curreo ts to the south ward.
" Sufficient time bas elapsed for the balloon to have covered the
Antarctic region severn! times, nod ic the natural course or event.s, the
Republic should be putting in its appearance about this time in the
vicinity of Porpoise Bay, which is just south or Australia. It was at
this point the learned doctor expected to emerge from tile unexplored
Polar Region.
"But a great length of time has elapsed and co tidings have been
received. In the car of the balloon were carrier pigeons, but none of
these have returned. There were also a number of high pressure
miniature balloons which were to be liberated should tbe Republic
meet with a disaster.
" All these means of communication have failed to develop. The fact
remains that Jansen .and his party sailed pluckily into the unknown,
and tho chance or their fate ever beco ·ning knpwn is exceedin.,.ly sli.,.ht.
"There is some talk or ·a relief expedition, but just bow this c;uld
be directed is not clear. The party in the car of tile lost balloon cons!sts or. Dr. Julius Jansen, F. R. A.-S. I.-R. A. S., and other ~ocie
tles ; Pierre Vadeau, the famous Fr"ncb botanist · Justus Von Meyer
the distinguished German mineralogist, and ')'beodore Bunce, tb~
famous English j:(eographer. It is not impossible that time may yet
prove r.hat the distinguished party of scientists will emerge triumphantly from their venturesome expedition. This Is tbe hope of their
friends.'' ·
·
It was but natural · tbat Frank Rende, Jr., should become at once
intensely interested in thts wonderful Ptory. He pictured the lost navigators iu sore distress in the land of ice, lfnd his whole soul went out
to them.
" They should be rescued," he declared; " they have risked their
lives for the benefit or mankind and it is too bad to let tbem perish so
miserably."
Frank was not alone in this philanthropic assllJilption. His two
faithful co-workers and assistants, Barney nod Pomp, were with him.
''Be me BO'VI," excla~m ed the good na1nred Irishman, •• av there
won't nobody else go to help tbim, yez ought to go yesilf, Misther
Frank."
"Golly! dat would jes' be a nice trip fo' de new air ship!" averred
·
Pomp.
Frank was thoughtful a moment. Then he said:
"You may be right, friends. I will give the matter serious
thought."
·
AnJ he did. That night be hardly closed Ilia eyes in sleep. Wl1en
morning came ue was decided.
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H11 went down to the grelft machine works and visited the yard
whe re the Sky Flyer rested upon its stocks.
He went over the air-ship carefully, and whPn be had inspected
everything about It he made his way t:J his private draughting room
near the gate. Here he met Barney.
The Celt ducked his red-head anrl grinned all over his jolly face.
" Mornm' to yez, Misther Frank," be cried. " I hope yez slept well
lush t noigt t."
" On the contrary, I did not sleep at all," replied Frank.
"Faith sot·, an' phwy was thatf''
"I have bP.en trying to make up my mmd about that Antarctic trip
in quest or those lost navigators."
"And can't yez make it up, sor?"
" Yes.''
The Celt turned a band·spring.
"I knew yez would, sor!" be cried.
"I have d ~>cided to go!''
"Whurroo!''
The Celt bounded away toward the machine shops to tell the workmen and his colleague Pomp. But Frank cr1ed:
"Hold on, you rascal!"
Barney stopped short.
" Well, eor!''
.. 1 have some orders for yon."
" AI~ right, sor."
"I want you and Pomp to have the air ship all ready for the start
with two days. Do you understand?"
" Shure, sor."
" nave all supplies and effects on board. In two days we shall
start from thievery yard. Now don't fail."
"D1vil a bit, sort"
And away went the Celt. Frank smi!ed grimly and went into his
office. There he worked for some hours.
'
When he came out he bad the satisfaction of kuowino that all
his affairs were in ship shape order, and he was free to "go where
he pleased.
.
In two days the air ship 'was to start. Of cour.se the report went
abroad, and considera ble Interest was created.
From all the great scientillc societies Frank received letters of
gratitude and approbation. The most effective epistle he received
was !rom the wile of Doctor Jansen, supplemented by a prayer
from little Hilda, the lost explorer's child.
Frank replied, assuring the cistraught wife and little girl that he
would do ali in his power to find Doctor Jansen, and expressed a
well' warranted belief that he would succeed. This was indeed a
balm for the sorrowing hearts.
At last t he day of departure came.
A large crowd congregated in Readestown to see the air ship mount
into the clouds . Barney and Pomp were r1gbt in their element.
IndP.ed, so exuberant were their feelings, that they .could not resist
t he impulse for a rough and tumble! of which they were fond.
B arn~y made some sharp and caustic remark to which Pomp took
exceptions. · In a mom ent th ey were at It hammer and tongs.
"Look out dar, honey," screamed Pomp, lowering his head and
makinl! a rush at Barney. "I'se acomin'!"
"I see yez are," roared the Celt; "well, go an wid yez!"
And Pomp did go on.
Tbe Celt had dodged and the coon went head first Into a tank of
verv dirty water which was used by the iron workers in cooling their
moldA.
Wh en he scrambled out he was in appearance and temper very
much like a Wilt hen.
"Hi-h\, fush-splasb-whishl b-r-r-r-rugh! I fix ye' fo' dnt,
·
!'ish! Hi. dar! look out fo' de bntterin' rnm!''
" ITa-ha-hn!'' roared Barney. in a literal paroxysm. " Did yez
iver get left? Obo, that's the funniest yit. Whurroo!"
Tile next moment he grappled with the coon who wr.s close upon
him. Then ensued the rough and tumble.
Not until both were exhausted did they desist. Even then it was
Frank Rende, Jr.'s voice cnlhng them which terminated the affair.
Away they scrnmhletl and soon were at th eir posts aboard the airship. Frank was bidding farewell to his friends at the gangway.
~hen the young inventor sprang briskly aboard, and made a sirrnnl
to Barney in the pilot house. The Celt pressed the rotascope )eve";.,
Up shot the air-ship. Three thousand feet it went into the verge or
the clouds. Rendestown looked like an abode of pigmies. Then the
propeller began to turn. The great trip was begun.

CHAPTER II.
SOUTHWARD BOUNO.
AcTUAL experience alone can givA one a proper realization of the
s ensati ons experienced in aerial navigation.
So far above the earth in the rarefied atmosphere, naught but
buoyant spirits could result. The voyagers on board the Sky Flyer
were tb us i rn pressed.
or course the sensation was by no means new to Barney and Pomp;
yet they were fond of looking over the rail and watching the panorama
of landscape below.
It was an ever changing one and of the greatest. interest. Towns,
hamlets and cities, plains, rivers, Jal\es and mountains were speeding
by the line of vision.
But at l~>ngth the mighty expanse of the sea burst into view. The
Jlrst water encountered was the Gulf of Mexico.

3

" We shall pass directly over the West India islands," declared
Frank, " and follow the coast of the South American Continent all
the way to Capll Horn. Thence we will strike for the Atlantic Circle
and the region beyond.''
·
" Bejabers, that must be quoite awnys, sor!'' declared Barney.
" Well, it is!" agreed Frank. " We shall not make it under a
month.''
Tt.e trip ncross the Gulf was of much interest. Frank altered the
course a trifle so that tb ey could get a glimpse of the Citv of Hava.na.
Cuba was rent with war, and as the voyagers gazed down upon the
towers -of ancient Morro Castle they indulged in various smiles:
" Be me eowl, this Cuban war makes me think nv ' the position av
ould OireinndT" declared Barney, " only shore the poor Oirishmen had
not the chance to llgbt these Cubans had. Av we had, Oireland wud
have been free long since!"
"Cuba is sure to gain her freedom in the end," averred Frank.
"Golly! I reckon Uncle Sam ought to set Cuba free, jes' de same
as be set de slaves free in de Civil war!'' declared Pomp, sensibly.
" Begorrn, he's afther thryin' to do as well as he kin ;wid out tbrubble," laughed Barney; "shore wud yez luk at the moighty lot av fllibusterin' there is goin' on nil th~> toime."
"So you think Uncle Sam winks at a good deal, do you, Barney?"
asked Frank, with a smile.
"Shure, an' I do, sor!''
" Well, you are partly right!"
Frank allowed the air ship to descend somewhat.as they WP.re passing over the interior of the island. On every hand evidences of the
fearful effects or cruel war could be seen.
There were the ashes or haciendas and sugar mills, the ruined
fields of sugar cane and \obncco, the dismantled towns and devastated farms.
In many plac_es the people lived in burrows in the ground, in caves
and rude buts in the jungle. And nm ld all were the camps of the
deadly trochn line, which extended across the island.
Poor suffering Cuba!
Tb& flashy uniforms or the Spanish were everywhere to be seen, but
presently the scene changed.
1.'he plantation~ gave way to jungles and swamps. Here and there
were heights or islands in the low lymg country.
Upon these eminences there were grouped the camps of the patriots. These were huts and cabins or cane and brush. The grazing
lands were covered wnh horses.
The tlashy uniforms were not to be seen, but the dull colored suits
of the rebels were fully in keeping with the grim determination of their
souls.
They were better organized, better grouped and were easily seen to
be individually the superiors of the Spanish troops.
"Those men you can easily see are fighters," declared Frank; "they
are inured to hardship; experience in wild life !;as made them nccurate marksmen and they cannot be defeated."
"Golly! l'sP. bound to believe dot, Marse Frank!" cried Pomp.
"Shure, it's luck I wish tbim, an' may they lick the hull lot. nv the
black Spaniards," cried Barney.
It required fully a half day to cross t.be isle of Cuba. As its shores
llnall}' faded away to the northward, the sky became dark and night
rapidly settled down over the sen.
'Fhe air·ship, however, conld ea~ily keep on her way. Barney and
Pomp alternately slept and navigated the a1r-ship, and In this way
her progress was not deterred.
South of Cuba was the Island or Jamaica, but Frauk bore a trifle to
the east of this.
Many sailing vessels \Vere seen of all nationalities. In all cases a
sigcal was made the air ship.
Frank answered with a Hag lowered over the stern of tbe Sky Flyer.
In some cases a salute was eviln tired by some vessel of war.
Across the Caribbean Sea the voyagers journeyed, and m dne conrPe
sighted the northern coast of South America. The land was Venezue ·
ln.
They were now well upon their way to the Equator. The tropical
ntm•JSphere demanded a ditlerent manner of living.
The sun beat down tlercely hot, ·and the voyagers were glad enough
to spread an awning over the deck. Under this they sat in the day.
time.
At night the air was balmy and fragrant. To sit out on the deck
and enjoy it was a keen pleasure.
It was then that Barney would bring out his Iiddle and play n medl&y of Irish jigs and ballads. While Pomp, not to be outdone, would
produce his banjo and ,render ilome genuine plantation songs and
.clo!l's. which were par excellence.
The trip through tht1 tropics was one to be enjoyed and long reWhen just over the Equator Pomp prepared an elnhmemllerM.
orate spread, and ~be voyagers celebrated the occasion in n rational
manner.
South of the Equator the wildest country imnginable was encountered.
The Selvus of the Amazon were first encountered. These impressed the voyagers greatly.
::>oloman's River, or the Amnzon, wended its sluggish way among
the great forest marshes, overhung with vines, and tlllied with chattering monkeys and birds of rare plumage.
Then, beyond the Maderin, the highlands of Brazil came into
view. Here were recesses never visited by white man, where the
aborigine Indian lived in his favorite seclusion. There were high
mountains and deep gulches, canyons and valleys.
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Then along tbe boundary line of Bolivia they trQ.ced their way itlve man. And indeed Barney and Pomp were I.Jy no means sure tbut
until the plains of the Grand Chaco lay beneath them.
•
it was not a specimen of the latter which was now before them.
Stretchmg to the south ward as far as the l'ision could reach these
A p.. rrect giant in stature be was, being full seven feet in height,
Pampas were a wonderful spectacle.
with large head and features and tangled hair of black. His limbs,
'' The North American prairie is not in the same clads with the half naked were powerful.
Chaco!" declared Frank. " What can e(lual it?"
For a moment he paused after throwing the sling. Then he made
The great Pampas grasses half bid the forms of herds or wild cattle a caper aud gave 11 deep, hoarse cry.
Instantly from the Pampas grass a half dozen others or Ilia type
and With their immense white plumes gave the appearance of great
stretches of snow.
appeared. A more formidable array of barbarians could hardly be
But in places where the tire had ~swept its deadly courHe, (for the imagined.
Barney and Pomp were thunderstruck. They simply lay where they
Pampas is constantly ravaged by fire,) there were smooth, green spots
upon which the cattle grazed, or antelopes herded.
were and watched these strange natives.
The guanaco, a species of wild goat peculiar to Patagonia, was rare
"Btojabers, that's quare!'' muttered Barney, "did yez iver see the
upon the open plains, its stamping ground bemg largely iu tbe rocky lolke, uaygur!''
"Golly! dey am de bigges' men I e!ler see!" agreed the coon.
bills to the far west.
Fur oil on the horizon the great fiery wall of a Pampas fire could be
"Phwat are we goin' to uof"
seen. It was a remarkable spectacle.
"Kain't say, honey. If we moves too much dey done fo' sbuab
"Be me sowll" exclaimed Barney, "I helave I cud shoo:; wan av see us."
•• That's so, naygur. Ocb, hone, I wudn't h11ve tbim iver get a
thim wild antelopes av we cud git a bit noarer."
"Golly! dat would jea' be fine. We aln' bad no fresh meat fo' a long bowld on me fer 11ll the antelope in South Amerikyt"'
"Nor me either, chile," agreed Pomp.
"I done fink we oul!ht
time,'' declared Pomp.
to tell Marse Frank about dis.''
" It a bull be done!" declared Frank; "get your rilles ready!"
Barney and Pomp delighted at the prospect scampered away to get
" How the <livil kin we do that, sor, wbiu, if we make a move,
they'll be artber seein' us fer shore!"
their rilles. In a few moments they returned.
So it was decided that they suould stay wl;ere they were and
Frank had allowed the air·ship to slowly sink, trying to bring the
await devel'lpments. Ana this wus sensible.
antelopes within easy range. But this proved a difficult thing.
The giants-for such they were-belli an excited confab over the
They showed plainly that they were fearfully afraid of the strange
apparition in the sky.
deer for some moments. The nnirn11l, prostrated by the sling, ha<l
It was likely that they took it for some big bird of prey, and it was been gispatcbed with the stone club of •be giant hunter.
Then the antelope was picked up anti lightly thrown across the
certain that they were not going to lle trapped by it.
They made oil at a lively pace, and all attempts to approach them back of one of the giants, with wlltch all turned and vanished into
tile pampas grass.
.
were failures. Barney and Pomp were disappointed.
Barney and Porn.. remained a long time in their cramped posi.
" Well," suid Frank, finally, in disgust, "it is pluin that we are not
going to get them this way, There is no other way but to bu:Jt them lion ere they could feel sure that the coast was clear.
in the old-fashioned way!''
'l'ben they rose to their feet, Q.nd for a moment stood facing each
As they had been a long while in mid·air, and had not as yet set other, sorely m doubt what to do.
Both
were in a state of some terror. They were not cowards, but
foot upon the ground since leaving home, noae in the party were
averse to trying the change. So Frank selected a suitable spot and these unknown beings of such formidable stature were a puzzle to
them.
lowered the Sky Flyer.
They experienced an uncontrollable desire to get away from their
" I will stay here and looit after the air-ship," he said; "and you
fellows may llo the bunting. Only be sure and return ns soon as you vicinity.
can!"
So they started away at full speed into the open plain. Not until
one of its undulations hid them from the spot diLl they draw a breatll
" To be shure we will!" cried Barney.
Tha two jokers were delighted with the prospect. They quickly or relief.
prepared for the expedition and set forth.
"Golly!" exclaimed Pomp, "dem was jes' de higges' men I ever
The nir·Ship rested u;>on a green spot just in the verge of the Pampas seed in all mnh lifel"
"Be me sow I, they're nigh as big as the giants av Fingal," declared
grnss district. So high waB this grass that only the rotascopes could
be seen above it from a distance.
Barney; "sbure, they war the biggest in the worruld.''
Eqmpped for the antelope bunt, Barney and Pomp set out across
They trudged on for some while until another drove of antelopll was
the " llum '' or smooth plain. As yet not an antelope was in sight. spotted. Barney took a long shot and kllled one of these.
It was a beautiful animal, und would furnish steak for the party. So
They tramped on sturdily for some miles. The undulations of the
plain hid the aJr-sblp from sight.
the two bunters were satisfied.
But the two hunters had made special mark of the points of the
It was proposed to return at once to the air·sbip. But just as they
compass and did not reckon upon getting lost. They were constantly bad finished quartering the antelope Barney grabbed his rifle.
upon the lookout ror game.
~
"Mitber a.v Moses!" he gasped. " We're in fer it, naygur! Wud
But as yet none bad appeared. However, just liB Barney's patience yez luk at the loikes av that!''
'
was getting sorely triell, Pomp clutched his arm.
But the coon bad seen the danger so Imminent at the same mom(>ut.
"Pbwat's the matlher, nnygur?"
Over a ridge or lund there came ou the fall run a half score of the
"::ib! Does yo' see dat fing oi.Jer dere nigh to de line ob high grass? giants.
I done believe dat am an antelope's bend."
A glance told the truth. Their heads were low bent. They had
Barney sc1uinted at the object und then dropped upon all fours.
found the trail of the two hunters and were following it like s)(>uth
"Shure yez are roight," he agreed. "Yes kin I.Jear otl' to the roight, bounds.
naygur. l Crawl up aisy now."
And asJbey topped tbe rise they lifted their hen.ds and saw the o!J.
"Yo' kin bet I will."
jects or their pursmt.
They had not.ed the direction of the wind, which was in their fuvor.
Instantly a wild, hoarse yell weut up from their throats. It wus ter·
They now felt sure of success.
rifying in their intonation.
Nearer to the grazing antelope they crept. There were fully a dozen
Down toward the two hunters they swooped. For a moment Bar·
in the herd, and they were beauties.
ney and Pomp hesitated.
It was slow work, but after much labor they mana~ed to get within
Were they friends or foes! If the former, they certainly did not look
passable distance. They dared go no nearer, and Barney motioned it. Their whole appearance was savage.
to Pomp to shoot.
Barney on the impulse or the moment made gestures warning them
Ee.ch raised his rifle and took deliberate aim. But before they could !Jack. Bat one of them hurled a sling at him, which be barelr dodged.
fire a curious thing happened.
This was enough.
,
"Golly!" exclaimed Pomp, "dere ain' no odder way, chile, bot to
ctefend ourselves.''
CHAPTER III.
"Yez are r01ght, naygur. Give it to 'em an' thin full back!''
Crnck-acbl
THE PATAGONIANS.
'l'be two rilles spoke and with most deadly effect. Two of the giants
THE antelopes were distant about three hundred yards.
threw up their arms and fell.
• This ought not ordinarily to be a ditllcul• shot with a rifle. Both
This puzzled tbe others apparently, for they balled und bent down
Barney and Pomp were good marksmen.
over the bodies of their dead comrades. They bad seen the !lash of
The deer were quite near the verge of the Pampas grass. Suddenly the guns and the smoke, but the missile was an invisible one.
they took fright and sped away. This was before either of the two
What hocus· pocus was this! They were astounded.
hunters could pull trigger.
But the savage mind, sluggish upon a point beyond their powers of
But not before a powerful hall naked form had sprung out of the comprehension, is ever vengeful. The death of their comrades soon
Pampas grass like a hound and thrown a curious sling, much like that uvermast(>red their sense of fear or superstition.
used to hunt ostriches with.
They came on again furiously, and with alit be more confidence, as
It described a lightning-like parabola and swung with crushing force Barney and Pomp bad been beating a lively retreat.
across the neck or a fine antelope. The creature went down instantly.
The situation was one not to the liking or either.
The sling consisted upparently of two heavy stones, one at each end
They would much rather have been back aboard the air ship, though
or a rope, about five feet in length. So expert was the thrower that it was plain that tlley held the advantage of their assailants.
the rope \7oulcl wind about the neck of the antelope and the W(>igbt of
Tbe repeaters now rlid deadly work among the giants. They tum·
the stones would shut otf the creature's wind.
bled rapidly, and their ranks thinned most alarmingly. Thus the llgb&
This species or sling Is aa old u creation having been used by prim- and pursuit went on lor fully a mlle.
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All this while Barney and Pomp hnd been working to the eastward.
Their one prayer was that Frank Reade, Jr., would hear their rifle
sbots and come to their relief.
And at this critical juncture a freab calamity appeared. From the
westward a large parLy of horsmen were seen to be approaching.
They, were fully a hundred strong, and were of the same species of
barbarian to all appearance. Tbe outlook was a moat desperate one.
Barney turned pale, and Pomp woulll have done so bad ue beeu
. able.
"Golly! I done reckon we'se cooked fo' dis trip," cried Pomp, dis·
mally. "We ueber kin stand dem otT."
" Be Jabera, we've got to do it!" averred Baruey, desperately.
" WhaL am yo' plan, l'ish?"
" Do yez see that lilLie hill yonder?"
"I does!"
" Well, Naygur, we've got to git to the top av that and shoot the
omadhouus as fast as iver we kin. Do yez see!"
" l'se wif yo', chile.''
'l'hey fell back to the little eminence. This was, as Barney's keen
eye bad seen, the only strategic position.
As the mounted giants drew nearer, tbeir appearance was seen to
be most peculiar. The horses upon whicb they were mounted were
sbort or legs and more shaggy than a Shetland.
.But tbey were strong and harlly, else they could never have borne
their giant riders. Nearer they cr. me.
Ba1rney tumbled the foremost from his horse. Pomp took the next.
Tbe remnant of tbe giants on foot had retreated before the deadly
tire of tbe Wincbesters. Barney and Pomp realized that it was only
a question of ammunition .
With plenty of cartridges they could almost annihilate the giants.
.Bot the moment the ammunition failed their fate was sealed.
· So they planned to make every sbot count. And in this they could
not help but succeed.
'l'he moun ted ginn ts circled about the eminence on their ponies,
not daring to ride to close quarters. This fear, though, might have
been overruled in courpe of time, bad it uot been for a new iuterven·
tion.
Suddenly Barney chanced to look up and gave a gr€at shout.
" Whurroo!" he cried. •· We're all ro1ght now! Here comes Misther
F rank to help us out av this!"
Sure enough, fur above them was the air·ahip. This was in every
sense u welcome sight.
Frank bad waited what he deemed a reasonable length of time for
the return or the bunters.
Then he grew alarmed. Their continued abs~nce could be explained
in only one way. Something bad happened to them.
Alter becoming wholly convinced of this, he lost no time in making
action. The air-ship was sent up into the air to a height from which
Frank could get a good view o! the country about.
And as the Sky Flyer sprung aloft tbere came to his beuring a dis·
taut thrilling sound.
1t was tbe crack of fi rearms. It settled all doubts in his noind. Such
a con tinu ity of shots could mean but one thing, and that was that tbe
two jokers were defending themselves against some great peril.
Frank swept the Pampas closely for a view of his two companions.
Alter a while Ius gaze fell upon a startling spectacle.
He saw a cavalcade of giant riders sweeping over the pl t!in uron
their tougb-bail·ed ponies. Tben he looked further and saw Barney
and Pomp,
At once he eent the air-ship forward at lull speed. He knew tho.t it.
was necessary to net with all possible dispatch.
And as the Sky Flyer bore down upon the scene the giants were just
closing in upon Barney and Pomp. Frank had come none too soon.
CHAPTER IV.
THE MAGELLAN

SETTLEMENT.

AT first the giants bad not seen the air-ship and recognized in the
two men carrolled opon the little eminence as legitimate prey.
They urged their horses forward to ride them down.
But at that moment au astounding thing transpired. Down from
the clouds there dropped a long rope ladder at the very feet or .Bar·
ney and Pomp.
And then the air-ship was seen.
The efl'ect of the apparition opon tb!l giants was almost ludicrous.
They instantly h11lted and one and all stared agape at tbe curious ob·
ject above them.
What it might have suggested to them it is not easy to guess. Per·
haps they thought it a hawk, or a mighty eagle, but in any event it
beCI\me an installt object or terror.
.
Upon the level ground and with anything like even terms these Patagoman giants were far from being cowards.
.But the air•ship was something beyond tbeir ken. To them it savorecl of the supernatural.
Panic seized upon them. It was needless for Frank to employ any
other means or repulse.
They fell back In great confusion and in a few moments were in
wild retreat. Truly it was a hollow victory.
Barney and Pomp had sprung upon the ladder. In an instant they
were whisked a hundred feet into the air.
This would have snatched them from the deadly peril in which they
were placed without any farther effort. The giants tied into the tall
pampas grass.
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And Barney and Pomp went swiftly up and over tbe rail onto the
deck of the air-ship. Tbey were once more safe.
What was more, tbe giant foes were far beyond the possibility of
doing them any harm. Barney proposed td retum for the antelope.
Frank acquiesced, and eo it happened that they had venison steak
for dinner alter all. But both Barney and Pomp had no desire to
court anotller combat with tbe Patagonian giants.
So further time was not wasted in the vicinity. Tlle air-sbip once
more headed to the soutbward•
lt was a long reach, down through Patagonia to bleak Tierra del
Fuego, or the Lando! Fire. Strange scenes were witnessed anct a
few minor incidents might ue recorded.
But notbing really wortb cbronicling happened until they were
crossing the Strait of Mugellan. This is a short cut fo r slow going
VAssels in roandmg the Horn, and it is seldom that there is not n
vessel of some description in these narrow passuges of water.
'l'be nir·sbip buRg over the Strait, while Frank ~as studying the
bleak inhospitable shorea with his glass.
"On my word,'' be declared. "I would not care to be exiled to
this part of the world. It is a dE>solate place!"
"Be jabers, thnt's roigbt,'' agreed Barney, "bot phwat if yez cud
look upon some foine sayside cottages on those rocks, sor, would it
not look a bit betLber?"
"You are right, Baroey!" agreed Frank. "I see your point. Our
own New Englund shores must have looked like these to the first
comers across the sea. It must have requi red spartan courage to have
settled there!"
"Shure, sor, it's the people that make a counthry,'' averred Barney.
"Wbat a mighty lonesome place New York City wnd be widout
any people.''
Frank agreed to this bit of philosophy, and then gave a start.
"Upon my word!" he exclaimed; "what do you call that down
there, Barney! It looks like a camp or summer resort.''
The Celt also !!ave a start, and studied closely the little collection
or ruc.le shanties JUSt fringing a curious little secluded bit of harbor.
These were the habitatious of me::J, there was no doubt. On tile
sands were rude boats, one of them having a sail.
That this little settlement was a permanent colony there was no
doubt. But Fran k was puzzled.
What hoe brought people to tbisJ out-of-the-way part of the world!
Who were they, and upon what did they subsist!
'fhese questions were forced upon him, and be became anxious
and interested. He determined to lind out.
So be lowered the air ship until it was just above the cabins; they
presented a mysterious aspect.
About their doors wert~ collected various paraphernalia of a race of
fishermen. They were drying nets, wet sails and O!irs, and a nurnher
or freshly dressed fish. Not many minutes previous human beings
bad been on the spot.
But they were n;Jt there now.
The camp was apparently as des~rted as if its owners had departed
for another sphere. Not a living being was in view.
"Golly!" exclaimed Pomp, "dat am bery queer. Wllo.' yo' make ob
it, Marse Frank?"
" I'm beat," replied the young inventor, frankly.
" Begorra, they've gone off on a picnic or ,perhaps to tber clrkus,''
declareo Barney, wisely. " Can't yez see bow ivE>r that cua be?"
"Tllat may be," agreed Frank, "bot I think it is queer. flow·
ever, let us wait for them to come back."
" Come back, aah?" asked Pomp.
''Yes.''
.
"Yo' reckon dey cum buck while youse am here?''
"Why not!"
"Ko.in't say; but I should fink dey mougbt be afraid ob us an' stay
away."
"Perhaps that is what is keeping them away," said Frank with
sadden inspiration. "Tbey may indeed be afraid of as. Well, let us
try nod gain their conlidence if we can.''
With this the young inventor hegan shouting reassuring words.
Bat if the strange settlers of the Magellan Strait were indeed within
bearing they did not manifest such a !act.
They did not come forth and show themselves.
An hour i)assed.
'l'ben Frank could curb his curiosity no longer. He was res.olved to
inspect the interior or the cabins.
So !Je said:
" Pomp, yon can remain on board while Barney and I inspect these
carious abodes. Lower the air-ship upon that shelf or ledge dowu
there, and we will try to solve this mystery."
"A' right, sab!" agreed Pomp as be took his place at the keyboard.
Down sank the Sky Flyer.
· The air-st.ip rested safely npon the ledge of rock, and Barney and
Frank, well armed, stepped down from the deck. They be11itated but
a moment, then boldly approached tbe cabins•
Frank bad no thought of treachery, or or finding these strange settlers in this oat-of-the-way part of the world as aught hut friends.
Their disappearance be attributed either to chance or possibly a superstitious fear.
He bad never bePrd before of tbe presence of any flshermen or bumun inhabitants in this part of the world. However, thi3 proved noth·
ing, nod only increased bis curiosity to see them.
So he boldly approached the largest of the cabins, which was also
the nearest nt hand.
Tbe door stood wide open, and the young Inventor peered in.
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Tbe interior of the hut presented a strange spectncle.
In tbe wall as the further side was a buge tireviace. In this burned
a few huge pieces of bituminous coal which was doubtless mined 10
the vicimty.
Over the fire hung a steaming iron pot on a swinging crane. Upon
a small bench nearby, was a partly dressed guanoco. Some one Lad
been preparing the meat for tile kettle very recently.
But that individual had, for some reason or other, suddenly desi&tlld
In his work, and chose to absent himsell. For what reason it was not
altogether easy to guess.
This much Frank saw at first glance; then be took in other and
more curious things.
Against the end wall of tbe hut there hung a ship's chronometer.
Also an array or pea jackets and duck trous~rs, with other appurtenances of a sailor's garb. At the other end of tbe but was au array of
objects which caused Frank a curious chill.
Upon the wall there was spikeu the head and shcuiders of a siren
woman, probably the figure head of a vessel. Some cutlasses and car·
hines were stacked under it.
But on a sbelf nearby, there was a collection of grewsome objects.
Six grinning skulls were there placed in line.
While over them was rudely chalked the inscription:
" By blood we live, by blood we spare none!"
"Ugh!'' muttered the young inventor, "that may be a jest, but it
is a dismal one."
And for tbe first time a possible in·kling of the truth crossed his
mmd. But be was not tht. one to give way to fear, tbough be experienced a chill. He turned to the door.
"Be me sowll" exclaimell Burney, "pbwat do yez make av it,
Mistber Frank!"
" It Is a mystery," declared the young inventor, " but I'm going to
find some one of these people if such a thing is possible.''
He passed out of the cabin and approached the next one. It was
also empty.
Its uppomtments WAre a::ot of tbe same character of the other cabin.
BuL there were mauy articles whicb ball once belongud aboard s!Jip.
And this fact impressed Frank curiously. Certainly some vessel
must have been dismantled to procure all of tbese articles. The doors
of the buts even were one time cabin doors ubourd some sbip.
" Perbn.ps some vessel came usbore here anll her crew formed a
colony,'' reflected Frank.
From one hut to another he went. At lust he gave a little start at a
sight wbich now met hill gaze.
Just whete the clifl' made 1ts most abrupt angle, be saw an object·
fur out on a point of rock. He rubbed his eyes and gazed at it.
It was a huge iron brazier, wbicb woultl boll! a great quantity of
wood. He saw the narrow passage between great reefs beyond ami the
truth burst upon him.
" He11Vensl" be ejaculated. " Is this a nest of wreckers and pirates!
Is tllat beacon placed there to mislead mariners and decoy passing
vessels ashore iu time of storm!"
As the possibility of this terrible fact swept across Frank's mind, he
was given a thrilling start, at at1 incident wbich transpired at that
moment. From a point over their hea<!R a rope noose came hurtling
down and fell about Baroey't1 powerful shoulders.
CHAPTER V.
IN

CAPTIVITY.

So swift nod unlooked for was this move that the Celt was pinioned
almost before he bud time to tbink.
He made one desperata efl'ort to throw off the rope, but wus burled
to the ground.
"Och, bone, Misther Frank!" he cried. "Wud yez cut it quick!''
Frank wa~ always quick and ready witted.
,
He did not stop to see where tbe rope bad come from or even to
glance up. His instant impulse was to liberate his compn.uion.
So he flushed ont his knife and made a leap forward. A moment
more and he would hava cat the rope.
But some beuvy objec~ came with terrific force llown upon his skull.
He fell insensible with the last l!ound 10 his ears a harsh, jeering
lau"b.
•l'uen down from niches and crevices in the clifl' sprung numbers or
tbe moat lawless, rougbest appearing men tbat ever graced the earth.
Brawny fellows they were, reeking wilb rum and tobacco juice, thtl
sheerest set of ruqians that a sea·fnrin~ life could produce.
Black-beard's gang of pirates were not to be compared with tbese
fellows. Dirty, ~reasy ami lustful rascals tbey were.
"Heigbo, Ben Brant!" cried the largest and most powerful rufllan,
pouncing upon Barney, o; tbis is the best prize we hev lured into our
net yet, mute."
"Ye're right, Joe Stimpson,'' was the growling reply. "Ha-ba!
an Irishman, is be! Well, we'll make him <lance on the gridiron il!
real Hibernian fashion. Is that one deatH" kicking Frank's prostrate
form.
But the young inventor was already opening hts eyes and recovering from his faint. His injuries were but temporary.
"Drag 'em in here, boys, quick!" commanded the ruffian called Ben
Brant. "We've got to work shrewd to get our paws onto that airsbip. Once we kin capture that we've got the biggest game we ever
tried for."
"Ye're right, Ben.''
Tbe human wolves dragged Frank and Barney into one of the huts.

As it chanced \he entire scene was abut from Pomp's view by interveniug buts.
'l'ben a conference was held by the shore pirates-for such tbey
were-us to tbe best plan for capturing the air sbip. This wus not an
easy feat.
But the fellow Brant seerued to be us wily and as full of scbemes us
a nuL is of meat. He bad soon bit upon a pian.
Barney and Frank were ga~ged as well as bound, so that their outcries could not be heard. Then several o! the pirates m~lle a long
detour below the air sltip's position.
Tbe Sky Flyer was in aucb a position that it was easy for them to
creep up under cover of Lhe ledges to the very rail itself Wlthout being
seen.
Now Pomp was in t!ie pilot house, where he could command a view
in all directions. But his gaze had for the most part followed Barney
and Frank.
He saw them vanish beyond the line of huts at the cliff angle, anll
watched attentively for their reuppeurur:ce. Time passed and they did
not return.
"Golly!'' muttered the coon. "'Pears to me dey am making a
berry long stay buck dere. Wondah if auytin~ am wrong!"
In his exciten:ent he quite forgot the possibility of an attack from
the rear. He kept his gaze constantly upon tbe cliff angle.
And all this wbile the pirates were creeping up in his rear. It wus
a lumentuble oversight on Pomp's part, and perhaps not altogether
excusuule; but, however this was, the fact remained.
Nearer crept the shore pirates.
1
Tbey could see Pomp plainly tbrough tbe glass windows of the pilot
house. But one thing deterred tbem from a i>old rush.
They were not aware tllat Pomp was the onlv man on board. For
aught they knew the cabin might hold a score of men.
In sucb an event a hard battle must ensue, !lnd they were desirous
of mukmg the attack as complete a surprise us possible. For aught
they knew other eyes tban Pomp's were on the watcb.
But unmolested they crept up to the air-ship's very rail. The next
moment silently four of them leaped on tleck.
The door of the main cabm was open. Tbere was a long open space
of deck extendmg to the pilot bouse where Pomp was stationed.
Had the <!arky turned his head a moment previous, be migbt yet
have buffied them. Close beside him on the keyboard was a lever, a
pressure of wbich would close and bar every outer door and window
aboard 'he Sky Fiyer.
But alas! Pomp did not dream of the deadly peril in his rear until
too late. Some sound from the deck cuusea him to turn about.
Tbe coon's blood turned icy cold at tbe spectacle wbich he beheld.
He Raw two giant forms glide into tbe cavern anti coming over the
rail, tbeir fiendish visages contorted witb triumpb were two of tbe
worst desperado~s be bud ever set his gaze upon.
All in tbat one swift Hash of time Pomp realized the truth. He
knew instantly that the huts were a decoy ami tbat Frank and Burney
were in trouble.
His nerves were n tingle. His eyes roiled in terror, and for a moment be was powerless to act.
"Massy Lordy!" he huskily groaned, "dat am de uwfulest ling I
eber beerd ob. An' to link l didn' hear dem."
Then be beard tbe rusUe of the shore pirates coming through the
cabin to attack him. It. roused him.
Pomp acted upon impulse.
He reflected w that brief second that already four of the foe were
aboard the air sbip. Tu prevent more coming was the first move to
make.
So he swung open the rotascope lever. Up shot the air ship a tbonsand feet. Tllen Pomp swung the pilot·holise door shut.
Tbe door was of steel and not to be forced by ordin11ry means. The
rufllans cursing tiercely flung themselves against it.
But they were unable to make even the slightest impression
on it.
" Open, ye cursed nigger, or we'll skin ye ali vel" rourell thl' first
on11 of the ruffians.
"Yo' kin bet I don't.'' retorted Pomp; "who am yo', an' wha' yo•
want ubo'd dis atr ship?"
" We're limbs or Satan, and if you don't open thet door an' surrender we'll take every bit of hide oft' ye by pieces!''
"Huh!" returned Pomp, coolly. "Does yo' spec I'se gwine to open
de ·do' to secb folks as youse?"
" Will ye open?''
"No, sab!"
The four villains furiously belabored the door, cursing madly the
while. Then they tried the windows. But the gratings were too
heavy.
Pomp meanwhile bad been doing some deep thmking. The air-ship
was now a tbousand feet from the earth and he beld it there.
He was in a quandary.
What should he do!
'l'o go back to the earth seemed his duty, to rescue Barney and
Frank if indeed ti.ey were alive. But bow was be to give them help
until h" bali got rid of the foe on board the air-sbipf
" Mussy Lordy !" groaned the terrified durky. " I jes' wish we bed
kep' on our way an' let dem old cabins alone. If we hadn't stopped to
look into dem we wouldn' hab got into sich a scrape. Wha' l'se gwin&
to do I dunno!"
Mean while the four shore pirates bud discovered the fact that they
were fu!Iy a thousand feet in the air. They looked up at the buzzing
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rotascopes and then down at the earth which seemed to them a frightful distlwce awny.
In experienced aeronauts are sure to be at first tortured with the horrible fear of being dashed to pieces upon the earth below. The shore
pirates caught tllis malady.
Their faces paled, and 1bey strode uneasily about the deck. Finally
one of them approached the pilot-house door again.
" Hello!" he called,
" Yes, eab," responded Pomp.
1' How fur are we fron: tiler earth?"
·'About a fifth of a mile, sab.''
" If we abed fall--"
"Yo' wud be killed, sah."
''Look here, nigger. We ain't nowaJB bad. Let us down an' we'll
give yew a big share ;n our bizness an' take yew inter our gang. We
make heaps of money in our line, yew bet. Live on tiler cream or ther
land, an' don't pay nuthin' fer it nutber."
Pomp was disgusted.
•• Wba' yo' take me lo'!" he snorted; "does yo' fink I'm a fool! De
moment I open llis do' yo' cut mah front."
"Never," returned the shore pirate, solemnly. " We give ye our
word of honor."
1
'
Wlla' dat amount tor•
.
" Ain't yew goin' to let us down out (J( the sky! We want tew git
back to eartll, We'll let ye go scot-free if ye'lllet us down."
Pomp was reflective. He saw that in a measure he bad the pig by
the ear. His native wit leu blm to make use or his advantage.
So be called out:
" I say youse!"
" Wall!"
" Wllo am yo', anyway, an' wha' yo' lib in sech a place Co'!''
" Wall, I'll tell ye!" replied the lender or the quartette. " We're
what you migh t call gentlemen of fortune. Fust ofi we were mutineers
on board the English brig Sontbdown. We tossed the cap'eu overboard in these very straits. Tbeu we knew that we'd hang If we went
back to England or any civilized part or the world.
" We made up a bargain to stay rigllt yere and make ~ settlement
of our own, an' a livin' in our own way. We benched tile ship, took
everything ash ore and began lookin' fer snaps. Lon g came a fine
Chilian barq ue one day. We got tile crew ashore, knifed 'em an' give
'em to th e sharks. Then we stripped tber ship 11nd scutlled her in
deep water. We put up a big beacon lig ht and skippers Bla ndin' in
to see wiJat it is go outer tber reef out thnr. Tllen we make it a
point to confiscate her cargo by right of em inent domain or sicb like.
Our policy is, dead men tell no tales, but we're ready to take a likely
cllnp like you into our band any time. Surrender, an' sllow us bow
tew run t his ere air-ship au' we're yours truly.''
Pomp listen ed to tbia horrible recital wi th cold blood and awful
aversion. He did not disbPiieve n word of it.
So tills th en was the nefarious otcupation of the Magellan settlers!
Cut-throats and pirates were they, afraid to return to civilization , out
enjoying immunity from tiJe law in t!Jis out-of-the-way corner of the
world.
Pomp sturdily refused all such overtures. TIJis enraged the pirates
and tl!ey went below an d rummaged the cabin.
In n few moments they came on deck agaic, and Pomp saw with
horror that one of th em carried a heavy sledge hammer. With tllis
he could surely tatter down the pilot bouse door.
CHAPTER VI.
POM' P 'S

S TRATE GY .

this was don e P omp kr:ew that he would be at the mercy of
the wretches. He could expect only short shrift.
It was to the darky's credit at th a t moment th at be. kept his hea d.
Gener:dly speaking P omp was bra ve as well aa acute. A happy
idea came to him in tbnt moment.
He picked np n wire and nttaclled to it a metal disc. A live wire
conn ected wi th t he dynamos was under the key board.
Til e coon switched off the current long enoug h to make the conn ection, and then carried t he disc to the s teel door. He placed tb e disc
against the eteel in such a way that a return current was form ed.
Th en be went back to the key board an ti turn ed on the full force of
th e dyna mos. The steel door was cha rged so to apeak " to the ban·
die.''
Wi th evil ex ultation in his race the burly pirate advanced and swu ng
the sledge hammer a loft.
With a ll his force he swung it against the door.
The res ult was t hrilling.
The nex t moment he was turning terrifi c so mersaults backward, en·
t angled with t he sledge. He la nd ed against t he cabi n door a lifeless
heap.
Astoun ned the oth er shore pirates saw this inexplicable move. They
were wholly a t a loss to un derstand wh a t bad struck their compa nion.
Unfa mili ar with tllfl uses of electricity, it never occurred to them
that it was t he blow of the sledge against tile door th a t bad gi ven
th eir co mpnu ion his quietus.
Be bad certa in ly b ~e n s hot or g iven a blow in some manner. Tiley
rnsb ed forw ard and bent down over IJim.
P omp cllnckled with keen delig ht.
"I jes' hopesn nod de r one ob dem tries dat," he muttered. "I reckon
•
be don e fink he a m pinyin' wif de debbil.''
The three shore pirates were astounded to find that their companion
was dead. His necl' was broken.
O NCE
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Words can hardly express the sensations experiencec by them. Fora moment they were stupetied. Then quite naturally came intense
anger and a tiJirst for vengeance.
They growled a few moments over the corpse of their companion;
then one of them sprang up furiously.
He seized the sledge hammer.
The tllree pirates now advanced. Tbetr furious Intention was to
brenk into the pilot house and kill Pomp. No more amicable overtures were to be made.
Pomp only grinned.
He watched them coming with a thrill or actual delight.
"All de fools ain' dead," be mntttlred. " I jes' reckon dere won't
be but two ob dem tellers in about a minnit an' a harf.''
With a savage curse, the burly pirate raised the sledge. He took
plenty of time. and brought it down with fUI'iOU8 force.
J.t struck the steel door, but reco1Ied like a cannon ball, and sweep.
iog the villain backward, came within an ace or braining him.
But Lbe electric current had passed tllrough b1s body witllsickening
force, and be shot wllh frightful rapidity against the deck rail.
There was a bending and swaying or th1s, and, though it did not.
brenk, the villain tilted clean over it and the next moment allot downward to tile earth.
What was left of him after that frigttrul fall was never known.
But It was certain that< be was dead long before be reached the·
earth.
Aghast and puzzled, the two remaining pirates stood for . a mo·
ment by tlle1 cabin door. Then they went to the rail and looked
over.
Nothing was to be seen of their comrade. Certainly be had gone
down to an awful fate.
And they were utterly unable to comprehend it nil. What had-.
struck him? What strange power bad hurled him over tiJe rail to
his death!
They might have y1elded to a superstitions fear, but at this moment,
looking up, they saw tile pilot house door wide open and Pomp grinning at tbem witll a revolver in eacll band.
"Hands up, gem men!" be said blandly; "if yo' don't I shall kill yo•·
to' dead, snah !"
Like cowed reptiles they obeyed. They held their · hands up and
Pomp marched them aft to a small cabin into which be securely locked
them. Tllen be went back to the pilot-bouse.
Thus far he had tile best of the situa~ton. He was master of tl:e air
ship and bad outwitted the fo e.
But llis one thuught no w was of Barney and Frank. liow could he
render them succor if, as be hoped, they were not dead!
He allowed the air ship. to descend until within four hundred fee t or
the eartll. Then be tumbled tiJe body of the dead pirate over th e
rail.
He onw tllat a great crowd were gatllered on the cliff, and as th e
body went hurtling dnwn a mad yell went up, and bullets went rattlir.g against tile bull of the air ship.
TIJis angered Pomp.
"Golly! I jes' pay dem back Co' dat," he muttered, as he pickej up
his Winchester.
.
H e went to the pilot-house, and getting the range opened fire on the
freebooters. He had a dead cinch upon tiJem , nnd drove them from
the cliff like sheep.
The shore ha wks disappeared into a cavern in the face or the cliff,
and here they were safe. And ic was at tllis moment that Pomp be·
held a welcome sight.
"Glory fo' goodn ess,'' be cried, "dat am de bes' ob luck."
He saw a, couple or famili11r forms running alon g in the cover or a .
jungle just over the cliff. They were making frantic signs to him.
Barney and Frank had been bound :md gagged and thrown into one
of t he buts as we have seen. The door was closed and they were left
alone.
There was no doubt but that Brant, the lender or the shore pirates,
believed them safe enough, anti in the excitement or capturing the air·
ship no furth er thoug ht was given them.
But lymg there in t he dark but neither of the prisoners was idle.
Both writh ed in their bon ds.
Finally Barney wriggled near enough to Frank to get his fi ngers up.
to his moutll and remove the gag. Tben F ra nk did the same for IJim.
"They have placed no guard at the door so far ns I cnu see," declared Frank. "Oh, if I could only g ain the use of my bands.''
"Begorrn, we moight g ive tbim the slip if we cud on ly git t hese
ropes ofl', sor!'' said Barney, eagerly.
"I believe you.''
Frank partly loosened the cords at his wrist. But still they see1lt!ld
to hold firm. Bu t now an idea came a ll at ·once to Barney.
" Wllisht now, an' I'll do it for yez. Mis ther F rauk !'' cried tba Qelt ;
"jist roll over here an' I'll be aftber cu tting yore r opes with me
teeth."
"With your teeth!"
" Shure, sor, they'll be no tougher than some av the meat I've eaten
in me day."
"If you only could--''
"I kin tll nt, sor, av they'll only give us the toime."
.
Tb& next moment Barn ey with his powerful t eeth was at work on
Frank's bonds. As he worked Frank could not help but wonder what
P omp was doin g.
"Be shure, sor, tke naygnr will niver be caught napping," declared
Barney. "I'll bet me loire on him!''
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" Well, I'm inclined to believe you're right, Barney,'' agreed Frank.
" Ah, that is easier-God be praised, I am free!''
'l'he last strand had parted, and, true enough Frank was able to use
llis bauds. What followed can be brietly told.
It was easy for him to undo the other knots. In less than live minutes at this work of untying, lloth men stood on their feet free.
There wns a crevice in t he door, allll Frank applied his eye to it.
He saw a knot or the pirates standing near.
They were much excited about something, and he surmised that
sometliing -.vas the air ship.
It was certain that it was impossible to escape by the front of the
hut. Tbe back of It stood against the cliff.
Baroey, however, took a strong oak slab, and began to pry at one
of the rear boards. It yielded and presently gave way entirely.
An aperture was maae large enough for them to cmwl through.
They did so, and stood in a narrow space between the but and the
cliff.
"Whurroo!" whispered Barney; " we'll give thim the slip yet,
MisthBr Frank. Av yez kin boost me up I think I kin git over the
edge of the cliff, and thin I'll help yez up too. "
"But tlley will see us!" exclaimer! the young inventor.
" If they do, thin we must run for it.''
"You are ricrbt!"
Frnnk placed his shoulder under the Celt, and Barney went easily
over the face of the clitl'. He was now in plain vi~>w of the pirates,
who were not twenty yards away.
But every one of them was gazing in -an opposite direction at the
air-ship. Not f'De thought of looking bebiud hi m.
Barney knotted one leg about a tree trunk, an•l reaching down,
helped Frank up also. Both fugitives paused a moment on the brow
of the cliff to recover their wind.
Then they slid noiselessly away over the eminence, and were out of
sight and sound of their foes. So delighted were they that they fairly
embraced each other.
"Begorra, we desaved tbim foine that toim e !'' cried Barney.
" That we did,'' agreed Frank; "and Pomp did the same."
He pointed up to the air-ship, which was high in the sky. As be
did so both saw a human body swing over the rail and fall to the
earth. Then the air-ship a few moments later began to sink.
'l'bey watched it with anxious gaze and sa w J.hat it was nearing them.
A joyful cry escaped Frank.
"I see Pomp!'' lie cried; "it was not his body then which went
over the rail! Come, Barney, we must let him see us."
And with this both ran along ill the verge of the jungle, trying their
best to attract Pomp's attentio n.
And that they were bound to meat with success was ev iden ced a
few mo ments later, when the air-s hip was seen to suddenly change
its course and bear down toward them. 1t was certain th at Pomp
bad seen them.
CHAPTER VII.
A CLEW.

WHEN Pomp sa w Barney and Frank he hastened to throw over t he
rail a rope-ladder of strongest silk. It wen t down to th e leng th or a
hundred feet.
The coo n saw a number of the pira tes come 9torming out of· the
prison hut and knew that the escape had been d iscovered. But no thing was t o be feared now.
Down swept th.e r ope-ladder.
Bar ney grabbed it ae it passed near hi m, and then F rank followed
sui t. Up t he ladder they went.
Some of th e pirates came over the cliff a nd opened fire. But Pomp
sent t he air shi p up out of range.
A few moments lat er the rescued men came over the rail.
" Golly!" cried P omp, wildly, "I neher was mob glad in mah life.
I don.e feare,d it was all up wif yon ones.''
" It was a close call!'' cried Frank. "I would not take such chances
again.''
" Bejabers they war' a bad lot av min,'' declared Barney ; " bad cess
to thim I But t hey'll niver thrubble us more, fer sh ure we've given
tb im n bad leave intoirely."
"True, but they are not done with us yet," declared Frank, rigidly.
" Sucb u paclt of murderi::Jg scoundrels must never be left to menace
t he safety of honest men."
" Shure thin, we'll be aft her givin' t bim a batin' ?" asked Barner.
"I mean to break up the nest of vipers, aye, ex terminate them if
need be," declared F rank.
" Golly! I hab got two ob dem fo' yo' right abo'd dis ship, Marse
Frank.'' declared Pomp.
" What do yoa mean, Pomp!" askf:'d Frank, sharply.
" I show yo', sab, if yo' cum wif me."
The coon led the way aft and opened the door or the small cabin
where the two pirates were cowering. They instantly began to beg
piteously for t heir lives. Fran k regarded them contempt uously.
"You pair of vipers!" he exclaimed, wil,h rig hteous wrath.
"I
would subserve justice by banging you! Now I want a confession
rrom you of your crimes!"
,or course, they acceded to this demand, and gave a dtJtailed and
aathentic accoant or the history or their gang.
They declared that Brant held the mon ey, a nd that he made periodical trips to Rlo de Janiero, to place it snfely in the bank. Some rich
hauls ba<! been made, and the gan~ hnd prosperlld.

Frank caused the air ship t o descend until witllin easy deac!lnding
distan ce of tile earth. Then he threw out the rope ladder.
"Now, you dogs," he declared, "I wan t you to make yourselves
scarce. I would advise you not to return to yo ur settlemt~nt, for I
mean to destroy it root and branch.''
Trembling with terror and promising better things, the villains made
their descent. Tiley llastily plunged into tile jungle ancl were lost to
view.
" Pllwere will they be aftber going, Mtsther Frank!" asked Barney.
"I don't know nor care," replied the young inventor, "but they will
do well to keep away from that dPn under the cliff."
Frank now directed the air-ship's course until It bung over the
pirates' den. They had all sought refuge in the deep cavern.
Frank: smiled and said:
" T!1ey think tllemselves safe, but I'll show them!"
He went into the cabin and came out with a number of dynamite
bombs. He bega n dropping these among the huts.
The effect was thri lling. The explosions were terrific and the cub.ins
were soon naught but a heap of burning ruins. Then the boats iu the
bay were destroyed.
But the aven~~:er was not done yet. Frank held t he air-ship over the
mouth of the cavern.
Tl;en he dropped dynamite upon the overhanging cliff, until tons
upon ton~ of rock collapsed and tJ locked the mouth of the cave.
" We'll see!" he said, grimly, "whether they will be safe in that
retreat or not. It wil l be a long day ere they emerge."
This done, he changed the course of the air-ship. In a short while
she was speeding south ward and the scene of the late thrilling incidents was left behind forever.
'
What was the fatt~ or the pirates none ever knew. Wheth er the y
succeeded in digging their way out or not it was never known.
But it was safe to say that their law less career ended then and there,
and that one of the worst gangs of cut-th roats In the world was destroyed.
Our adventurers bad ample reason to congratulate themselves upon
a close and lucky escape. But new scenes and incidents now opened
up to them and the Straits of Magellan and its pirate crew were speed·
ily forgotten.
With rapid pace now the air-ship made the Antarctic Seas.
South of Cape Horn the atmosphere underwent a g reat change, the
temperature becoming fright fully cold.
.
The skies grew gray and cheerless and the migthy restless sea was
tumu ltuous and stormy. Few vessels were seen.
It was plain that every hour now was bring1ng them to a part of the
world un frequented by man. The sense of desolation was so acute as
to almoot breetlllorn:esickness.
Soon an iceberg was sighted. A few hours later these becamd common enough, and grad ua lly thickened until fina lly the great ice fields
came into view.
The voyagers uow were ob liged to don fur s, ancl the cabi ns were
kept warmly heated by electricity. Altoge"ber they were quite comfortable.
And still th e air-ship kept on lts soutl.lward course, until one morning F rank declared :
·• I can sigh t Graha m Land. We shall soon be over the Antarct ic ·
Co ntinent-the unkn own r egion''
Of course all were intensely interested. Both Barney and Pomp
were well aware of the t heory or scientiRts that a warm reg ion, fertile
a nd perhaps inhabi ted, existed about t he South P ole.
Whet her this was the truth or not, they would soon have t he satisfacti on of k nowing. So th ey looked for ward eagerly to events
allead.
The air-ship kept on its way rapidly now. The frightful cold of the
ice-fields seemed to mo derate as t hey approached the land.
Soon the great cliffs and sparsely wooded heig hts were beneath the
air ship. There were mighty fiords a nd giant crevasses. Everywhere
mig hty win ter was ki nl!:.
" It is easy to see!" declared Frank, "wby it is impossible for a
ship's crew to la nd here. Th ere is really no chance for a man to g ain
these s nowy heights alive."
Beyo nd the hi~ b coast li ne, however, there was spread to view a
g reat region of glaciers and ice-peaks. It seemed an almost impenetrable world in itself.
For several days the air-ship slowly sailed over this territory. The
voyagers were kept busy with their glasses looking for a possible trace
of the lost navig ators. ,
"F~r it is not ~>t all improbable,'' said Frank, " that Jansen's
balloon may have desce nded into th is very part of the Polar re~ ion.
Heaven pity the aeronau ts if it basi"
"Bejahers they'd niver git out a v this aloive," declared .Barney.
"They would surely perish,'' ag reed Frank.
But the morning of the fourth day Fra nk made a thrillin~ discovery.
Far to the southward he distin guished a peculie.r cloud against the
sombre sky. .-\t times this cloud was lit up as with lig htnin:r fl ashes.
" A volcano!'' be finally concludEJd. " It can be nothin g else."
"Be me sow!, if that's pbwat it is," cried Barney, "mebbe it's a bit
warmer about it."
"We shall see, " declared Frank.
He set the course of the air ship for the distant volcano. As it drew
nearer, the lee began to give way to uplands of deep snow and forests
or llr.
It was plain that the voyagers were drawin~~: nearer to a warm region. This was of interest.
And a confirming sight soon bil.rst upon their view. A great plain
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ball gree n with Arctic masses was seen, and in this grazed a num ber
of reindeer. They tled at sight of tlH! air ship.
Thus far no clew or the aeronauts bad been fo un d; but no w, as the
air-ship was gliding alo ng over a group of tall firs, Barney gave an
exclamation.
" Shure, Misther Frank, an' phwat is that!" be crie<i.
-He pointed to an object deep am ong the tree's branchoR. It was of
hhright red color, and looked like a strip o! silken cloth caught in the
foliage.
Frank stopped the air-ship; then be threw over the rope ladder.
"Go down and ~et lt, Barney,'' he said.
The Celt obeyed,
Down the ladder be scrambled aud sacured the object. H!l brought
it GUickly on board.
Jt was really a fold of silken material, and as Frank held it up,
he saw th at a little tin waterproof box was fastened to i ~. He instantly
recognized its character and gave a great cry.
"By J ove!" be shouted; " we have a clew!"
"Phwat's that?" cried Barney.
" Why, it is nothing more nor Jess than one of those high press ure
balloons set free ns a signal of distress by the lost nnv igators. IL
must have collapsed for some reaso~ and fallen into that tree."
"Golly! dat arn jes a fac', Marse Fran!; I" cried Pom p, with wide
open eyes.
"That Inks loi:te a letther mebbe," suggested Barney , as he indicated the tin box.
"And very likely it is!" declared Frank, "let us read it."
He removed the tin box from its fastenings to the silk. Then be
pried it open.
Sure enough, within it was quite a sizable roll of very thin pap~.>r.
On it was written in harl1 l.l' legible hand the following :
"Give us help, lor the love of Heaven. We have reached the Soul.b
Pole only to fall•into the hands of sat age natives. We are close pris-{)Ders, al!d only pray that our lives may be spared.
"Julius Jansen,
"Pl ~> rre Vndeau,
"Ju@tus Von Meyer,
• • Theodore Bunce."
Signed.
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For there be beheld a heap of tang lell cords and torn silk. Also an
overturned car and divers nrticles which bad been in it.
"The bnlloool" he excl~metl .
It wa~, indeed, Jansen's balloon, or ratiJer what was left of it. In
a moment be and Barney were straightening 'it out.
But the oiled silk bag was rent and gash ed in many places. It had
been constructed with two inner bags, and each of these were perforated.
Rolling the silk up in a great bundle, Barney and Frank carried it
to t,he air ship's deck.
Then they returned to the car and began further research.
The cur of th e Republic was an ingeniously constructed affair.
It wus square in shape, made of light lacquer wood, and so heavily
padded as to be quite comfortable and impervious to the cold.
There were long sea:s, which could be utilized as berths on the fou r
sides or the car. The articles of furniture were email, exceedingly
light, and only such as would be needed upon such a voyage.
There was a case of astronomical instruments, charts, papers and
books. Also a chemical and geological outfit. To descend to common matters there then remained cooking utensils and articles of
food aml clothing which might come under the bead of supplies.
All were stowell away aboard the car with compactness and wonderful ingenuity.
Frank mar veled at this, bUL he kept an inventory and everything
was removed to the air·ship.
.'
Among the etlects be was delighted to find the log or day book of
the lost navigators. This he took back witb him to the cabin to rend.
Frank wr.s at once satisfied or one thing.
'l' he savage natives had not captured the ballJon at the time of mal;ing prisoners of the aeronauts. If they bad th ere would naturall y be
li ttle left or it now.
In that case he could only assume that the balloon had got a way
from the aeronauts or perhaps from the savage captors themselves
and bad been carried on to this out·of-the-way point.
It might be some distance from this spot tbat the capture bad occurred. To enlighten his mind on this point he referred to the log.
He passed oYer much illogical matter which alluded to the voyage
from lijo to E nderby Laud. Here the balloon started upon its voyage.
Upon the fifth day Frank found the following record:
" Morning bright and cold. Thermo meter registers 60 dPgrees below, barometer indicates no stor m. We are now in sight of moun tains, one of which is a volcano.
"At the rate we are sailing now ought to pass over these moun tains hy noon. That should llring us to the region of the Antarctic
Pole. What land of promise lies before us we can on ly imagine.
" High noon. We have juet passed the volcano. It ind ulged In a
wonderful eruptiO n to welcome us.
"Three P. M. We have sailed for hours over t he most desolute and
barren of regions. But now our glass shows us a distant green plain
or valley. Vadeau, wllose eyesigh t is best, declares that ll e can see
habitatio ns.
"Four P. M. We are now over the wonderful land of the P ole. An d
it is as warm as summ er between these mighty hills. What a wonderful diacoYery is ours! We can sight ha bitations, of stone and wood,
and have seen a dark-skin ned people who have congreg ated below us
a nd seem much excited.
" Bun ce is anxious to go down and interview t hem. Vadean thinks
t hey may oe hostilll. We have taken a two-thirds vote an d it is decided
that we risk a visit to t hem. May some g ood come or it. But I have
•
strange misBivi ogs."

I

CHAPTER VIII.
THE BALLOON.

FoR a moment alter reading this astounding appeal Frank Reade,
Jr. , was too excited to act.
" Eureka!" he exclaimed. " Let us pray that we are not behind
time."
Then he went into the catlin. He was trembling like a leal.
He took down a llottle of good Madi<Jra to steady his nerves. Then
he read the message again.
" h does uot give the exact location,'' he muttered, " except to say
that it is the So uth Pole. Is it exactly a t t he P ole? Never mind, we
must tl!id that out lor o.m•elves!"
He went on deck in a somewhat firme r frame or mind. The air-s hip
was now sent forward with renewed speed.
The semi-g loom of the Antar.ctic day hung over everything, and
objects at a great distance werll ne t al tot-tether clear.
But Frank believed that beyond t he volcano be must fi nd the region
.or the South Pole.
So the lost navigators bad fallen into the bands of savage natives!
That settled the fact. that the An tarctic as well as the Arctic was inh abited by man.
Here t he journal ended. But Frank could easily imag ine t he
There were the Esquimaux in the North, but what sort or people rest.
were these In the An tarctic! Frank was somew hat curious to kn ow.
He saw the ball oon descend among the Dlltives. He saw t he lost
On sailed the air-ship until the elopes of t he volcano were near a t navigators instantly beset and made prisoners. The balloon in some
hanll.
manner must have broken away.
All was clear enough, and the fate of the loRt navigators seemed
They were harsh in outline and rocky, with !earful de fi les and great
j ugged crags and peak s.
solved. But just at this moment Pom p rushed into th e cabin.
The crater was many acres in extent and made a miniature lake of
"Golly, Marse Frank!" he cried. " Come on deck quick, sah!''
" What is the matter!" asked Frank, in surprise, springiug up.
lava and fi re which kept spou tin g upward in a desultory way. .
Frank estimated the volcano to be fully teo thousand feet in alti"Come along, sub, an' I done show yo' !"
tudt>. It was o giant mountain.
Fran k followe d· t he excited coon. Barney had preceded them.
But far to the southeast t here extended a range full y as rocky and Tlien Pomp poin ted to n high spur of the mountain wall.
Dl'arly as high. Beyond this noth ing of snow or ice could be seen.
·
" Wba' yo' call dli t, sah ! Amo' t it one ob dem lost men, anh!"
There were rolling lands, rough foothills at:d ragged, desolate
Frank gave a gasping cry.
slopes.
"By Jove!'' he ejtlCU!ated, " it is a white man."
"Jupiter!'' exclaimed Frank in surprise. "I don't see how bnThe distant man was making fran tic gestures, and evidently seemed
man '>eiogs could live in this region. It seems hardly a ble to sup- to have recognized t hem as coun trym en of his.
port life."
·
Then down from t he peak he clim bed and came running toward the
"Yet there is game, sor. Wu d yez Ink at that?" cried Barney, as air-ship. It took him a long while to cover the distance.
But llnally be came up to the ai r-ship's rail. He was a tall, sparebe indicated a black fox cantering over a foot hill.
Also IIncks of l1ucks hung thickly over a sedgy pond in the mountain built but wiry man with hawk like nose and a goatee.
side. As Barney had declared, there was plenty of game.
Even before he spoke, F rank kn ew that he waa a Frenr.bm.1n.
But another discovery was close at hand.
"Moo Olen, monsieurs, zis Is ze happiest momen t of my life. Yon
As t hey were sailing over oue of the peaks Frank spied an object cuom just in ze nick of lime to save ns all. Are you no Americans!''
iu a small crevice or t he ledges which ga~ e hi m a start.
"We are, " replied Frank.
" Are yon one or the lost navigators ?"
"Hold on, Barney!'' he cried. "Lower the air-ship !''
"Pierre Vartean, at yoor service, m'sieur. Whom have I ze bonaire
"Lower it, sor?"
of addressing?"
"Yes!"
Frank Introduced himself and very quickly explanations followed.
Barney instantly obeyed, and down settled the Sky Fiye\:. As it The Frenchman's story cleared up the mystery.
toue.hed the ledge Frank leaped over the rail.
J It seemed that he had been in the car of the balloon when his comHe was not a moment in reaching the ,crevice. The object he be- panlons were seized. Before he could leap out to their aid, one ot the
belli there convinced him that his eyesight had not deceived him.
natives bad cut the drag rope aud the balloon shot skyward.
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But just as it left the earth, one of the Antarct 'c natives sent a
javelin through and through the silken bug.
Of course the balloon began to collapse. But a powerful breeze
carried it about twenty miles and allowed it Co fdl into this lonely
place, where the natives bad fuiled to lind it.
And Vade11u, armed with bia pistols, had been ~rying to find his
way back to the relief of his friende when be suddenly chanced to spy
the air-ship.
•
"Zen my heart it leaped into my mouth," be declared zealously.
"J know zat some one come for to save us. We have been long time
in zis country. Get lost an' no lind way to get home. Ab, moo Dieu!
zis is ver' mooch happy moment!"
"Well," said Frank brusquely, "if you think you can direct us
aright we will go at once and try to rescue your companions."
"Oh, za~ I can do, m'sieur. Jes' give me one chance-one ver'
leetle chance. So, zat way first, den I tell you mooch more."
Vadean pointed to the southward. Frank nodded, and, turning,
spoke a few words of command to Burney.
In a few moments the air-ship was aloft and gliding swiftly away to
cover the alleged twenty miles.
CHAPTER IX.
TilE POLAR PEOPLE.

scientists were yet alive they were doubtless pnsoners in some one of
these.
But which one was it? If be only knew, for a fact, it would be n
very easy matter to effect their liberation, but there seemed uo clew lo
guide bim.
" By jcve," be muttered, "I'm badly stuck. What shall I do? If
there was only some way I could make tho~e barbarians underst!lll<l
mel"
· But at that .moment a complete change in the situation came.
In a twinkling the tables were turned, and the voyagers were again
treated to a surprise.
Suddenly the demeanor of the Arctic natives changed. They became wildly excited, and began to rush madly hither and thither.
"What's the matter with them?" cried Frank, in surprisll; "they
seem to be :lean crazy!"
"And so zey a1r, m'sieur•'' declared Vadeau. "Zere is ver' good
raison for dat."
" Ell; what is itT"
" M'sieur should look to the mountain yonder. What does be see?"
Frank looked in the direction indicated, and gave a thrilled start.
In a Hash he saw all.
Over the mountain wall there had suddenly poured into the valley a
literal army of wild m~>n. They were the flercest lot of barbarians
Frank thougllt be bad ever seeu.
'l'bat they were not part of this band of natives was very plain.
Tbat they were foes became alao a fact. The valley natives allowed
intense !oar.
'!'heir drums began to beat discor:lantly, and their warriors uttered
a moaning war-cry. They crouched witu their primitive weapons
ree.dy to defend their homes.
Frank was instantly interested. He saw that the mountain men
had come to attack those or the valley.
Tlle air-ship did not seem to have an overawing effect upon the invaders.
They paused but a brief while to regard it with apparent wonderment.. Then they came on again to the attack.
"Golly!" cried Pomp, "dey am so berry much stronger dey will jes'
eat dese peoples up!"
" Beiabers, if they do they will be aftber atin' up the gintlemiu we
are lookin' fer!" declared Barney.
"Barney, you're right," cried Frank. "We must not allow them
to enter the village, and tbat mukes me think. !f we could only talk
with these biack·beads, perhap3 we could compromise with them by
etlecting the release of the prisoners as an ofli!et to defending them
from the mountain men."
"Ab, m'sienr, yoa are ze right. zare," cried Vat.leau. " You now
try them, they may be easier to talk wif."
"We will do it," agreed Fraok.
So he lowered the air-ship n triHe and again shouted to the leaders '
of the valley natives. This time it bad a st.ronger effect.
They came nearer to tbe air-ship and were prone to eagerly interpret Frank's gesmres. In a few moments the compromise was effected.
It was understood that the three prisoners were to be seL free if the
air ship would lend its succor to the natives. It was k::own then for
the tlrst time that they were really alive.
The spirits of all were now high. Tbe valley people seemed to take
courage and began to mass their numbers to give the mountain men
battle.
But Frank was bound to guard against treachery, so he insisted
that they first liberate tb~ three scientists. Accordingly the leader of
the valley nati\'es advanced to the cloor of one of the huts and opened

Now tbe real .Antarctic land began to reveal itself. G1·een slopes
were succeeded by little meadows and pulling streams, rich intervals
und placid rivers.
Everywhere the larch and the fir gave way to the ash anrl the oak,
with a sprinkling or pine. It looked easy enough to derive a living
from the richly fertile region.
As Vadeau declared, the Antarctic natives were agricultural in their
pursuits.
"Then they should be friendly!" declared Frank. "No agricultural
people are aggressive or war· like. I think we can treat with then.• !''
Vadean shrugged his shoulders.
•• Mebbe so, M'sieur! You are ze right man. I hale no doubt you
may be able, sir, ver' mooch so, sir!"
Swiftly now the panorama unfolded. Suddenly a growth of trees
divided and showed a collection of stone and wood huts by L!le shores
of a small lake.
These habitations were of t.be lean-to style or architecture, primitive,
yet firm in lines of construction. Hundreds of the Arc~ic natives
were seen.
The settlement was almost large enough to merit the title of city.
As the air-ship swooped down tllere was sMn to be much excitement
in the place.
The Antartic natives were now to be seen at closer quarters. They
were well formed and dressed in suits or skin from which the fur was
removed.
The women and children 'huddled into the buts, but the men, eYi·
dently despising fear, were all in the open and armed with spears and
slings.
" They are real barbarians," declared Frank, " they know nothing
of modern advantages!''
"Ver' true, m'sieur!" declared Vndeau, "·but zey are very ~trong
and ver' brave. I vould not care 10 put myself in zere hands!''
Frank snw that the Frenchman was right. Despite their agricultural proclivities, these people were men of strong notions and war·
riors to the core.
It was evident thl\t they resented encroachmeut upon their domain,
and their very attitude lJristled with slleer hostility.
Frauk studied' the situation for sot11e moments; tiJen he ran his eye it.
critically over the huts.
In a few moments there emerged from this but the remaining three
" Where do you suppose your friends are confined, if indeed they lost navigators. They looked pale and thin but were otherwise all
are lield prisoners!'' asked Frank of the Frenchman,
right.
Valleau put up his bands deprecatingly.
They regarded the air-sh1p with simple am azement. Frank threw a
" Ah, m'sieur, zat is aver' hard question," he replied. "I should rope ladder over the rail and descended upon it.
say dat zere am ver' leetle chance zat day are held preesners."
He gripped the rescued men by the band and answered their sur" What!" exclaimed Frank. "You don't think they were slaugh- prised questions as quickly as possibie. They were much surprised at
tered!''
the uews that the Sky Flyer had really come into the Antarctic for
"Ah, m'sieur, I not know zat. Otily my idea-zat is all."
their rescue.
"Oh!" exclaimed Frank. " Well, we'll try and find out about it."
"On my word,'' cried Dr. Jansen, "I hnd never beard of you or
He allowed the air-ship to go down until within speakinl! distance your wonderfal air-ship; Mr. Reade, or I should never have attemptetl
or the natives. They were drawn up in a sullen throng, perhaps a to cross the Antarctic in a bulloon. So vou have come to our relief!
thousand in number.
Well, I can say that you were just in time; for these people I am aure
Frank spoke to them in several tongues, but of course they did not had decided to kill us as invaders and toes."
understand ; then he began with sign talk.
"Then it is l'ery fortunate that we have come at this time,'' replied
They motioned for him to come down to the earth. But Frank was Frank, with graliflcation.
" I am indeed glad I have found you all
too sh rewd for this, even if he IH\duot bad t!Je balloon incidenL as a alive and well. We feared the worst."
precedent to guide him.
"In one sense our Arctic voyage of exploration has been a failure,''
This was slow progress and Frank grew impatient.
declared the doctor. "To be sure we succeeded in reaching the
"Confound their thick heads!" be cried; "bow am I to find out South Pole, but if it was not for you and your air-ship we would neve1
anything about the prisoners! I've a mind to throw n shell down have been able to retrace our steps."
amon~?; tpem and scatter them, and then go through •heir houses!"
" I fear that is tuo true!"
"Zat is right," cried Vadeau, eagerly. "Zey are but dogs. It be
"You ha\'e henrd our story, I presume, from Vadeau?"
no harm to kill a few of tlem. Zey are heathens!"
"Yes," replied Frank, "and I have the remains of your balloon on
"That is true!" agreed Frank; "but the.v are human beluga, and I board the air-ship."
have no nght to tal\e their lives needlessly!''
The doctor was somewhat surprised at this announcement. But
Th e Frenchman put up both his hunds.
now the fat, good-natured Herr Von Meyer; the German min7ralogist,
" Ab, vat you do den!'' 1.19 cried, deprecatingly. " My friends zey pressed fori'\ ard.
may be killed yet."
"Mein Gott un' Himmel!" he cried, profusely, "you voe our savior,
"We will rescue them if they are yet alive!" declared Frank, Meester Reade. Gott pleas you I We would sh ust hafe been kill eLl eef
grimly.
you bad not come to safe us!"
He walkecl aft and bega n to study the huts closely. If the thl'ee
Frank bowed and shook hands warmly with the good-nature<l
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and tllen ~xchanged warm greetings with the remaining
scientist, :tir. Theodore Bunce.
" It is charucterisdc of America to furnish the man to bolve the pro·
)!em of aerial navit;allo n,'' said the geographer. " HI had looked at
the matter soberly I would have seen how uttel'ly crazy was our idea
~~crossing tile Antarctic in a balloon."
" It was an undertaking certainly attended with risk," replied
Fran I<.
" The truth was, we were all so eager to solve tile mystery of the
>;outh Pole that we really were about willing to sacrilice ourselves, if
JJeed be, LO do that."
•• I can un.derstand it," ngreed Frank. " It was a powerful motive.
But I trust that I shall be able :yet to return you all safely to your
lrlends."
"Mon Dieu! Nothing ees impossible for M'sieur Reade!" declared
Vadeau, Wltb a polite scrape.
All now went quickly aboard the air.ship. The scientists were
wililly entl:usiastic over che great Invention, and could hardly believe
their good fortuLe.
But there were thrilling incidents close at band to claim the attention of all jus~ now.

~erman,

CHAPTER X.
CONTINUING TilE

EXPLORATION,

THE mountain men had meanwhile come rapidly down to the attack.
Already they bali me~ tbe advance guard of the valley natives.
Frank sent tlle air-ship aloft.
He took in tbe situation at a glance.
· " I can soon stop tbatl" he mu~tered, " it will be easyf"
He went into t!le cabin and broagbt out some electric ilombs. He
held tile air-ship directly over the mounL~in men.
Then he dropped one o! the bombs. It struck tbe earth just in front
of their leaders.
There was a roar like a cannon and an earthquake shock. A hole
lar11;e enough to bury a bouse was blown out or the ground.
The advancing monmain men were hurled bacl' as if with a giant
hand. Tile great pit had instantly yawned at their feet and a number
of tl!em were covered witll the sand and living dellris.
Tllo scientists bad viewed tllis with amazement.
,
" Ye gods!" exclaimed Bunce. "A handful of men with dynamite
could conquer the world with this air ship."
"Meiu Gott!" Pjaculated Von M:;yer. "Unzer Fritz vould g1! half
his empire fer ttis air ship!"
"lle Jabers, av it was moine,'' cried Barney, "I'd moighty soon
bring England to her smses au' set ould Oireland free!"
Everlluliy laugbeU at this. Then attention was once more claimed
by the scene below.
This wad now growing exciting. The valley natives, encouraged by
the powerful a~sistance given them, began to pitch into the mountain
men.
Tha latter were utterly demoralized, and able to make little resistance. Tl1ey llroke into a confused rout, and for a time it seemed as if
they would be e:rterminated.
Frank llad no desire to indulge in buman slaughter, so he dropped
no more LJombs. He llad accomplisbeC. all that was neces~ary, and
tllat WI\S tll e defeat of the mountain men.
And t heir de feat was ellectual. Tbey were driven into the wild fastnesses or the hills, where thHy made good their escape.
The valley natives returned, jubilant with their victory, From that
moment lbey we1·e friends with tbe white men from tbe nortb.
ThH air sllip descended into tbe viii ge, and a conference was held
with the Antarctic people.
Dr. Jansen quickly established a sign language with them. From
them be learned th at not many miles to the westward, there were the
sllores of an open sea.
At once the a rdor uf tbe scientist was tired. His eyes sparkled, and
he made copiou~ notes on tbe subject.
AftP.r SOII•e hours spent in the village, Frank addressed Bunce:
" What are you r wishes? Shall we leave tiJis region very soon?''
" Reallv I-tllat is-I suppose you are anxious to return at once!"
.. It is quite a lOIII! voyage home," declared Frank.
"You are right. I will talk with tbe others."
And he proc<leded to do so. But; to the surprise of all, Dr. Jansen
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"But of wilat benefit will it be to the world at large for you tore·
main !Jere?"
"It will gratify my own curiosity and purpose. '\'llat is some•

thing."

Tlle otbe~s were in despair. A consultation was held. It did not
seem right to sail away and leave Janseu behind.
Yet wllut was to be done?
"I tell yon we must deal with him as a crazy man!" declared Bunce.
" What will his Wile end cllild dof It is absurd to leave bim here. If
be will not go amicably, we must take him by force. The infatuation
of this discovery has turned his head. He will come to bis senses
later on I"
In fact this seemed tbe most sensible view of the situation, and it
had alm~st been decided to adopt it. But Frank Reade, ,Jr., objected.
" No! he aaill, resolutely, " that is not r1gbt, It would not be fair
play. The man is in his right mind and is entitled to prop~r consid·
eration."
Then be called the doctor into the cabin privately.
•· You are anxious to complete your exploration of this region!" he
asked.
"Yes," replied the great scientist, "I am willing to break every
sacred tie wllich connects me with the civilized world to do il."
Frank saw that Jansen was in earnest. He respected tbe great sci·
entiat's sincerity.
" Will you be satisfied with a hasty exploration?" he asked, " or
rattler how grl'at a length or time do you desire to tarry In this re·
gion!"
" I simply wish to establish tbe boundaries or the Antarctic region,''
replied Jansen; " satisfy myself as <o its phenomena and its princi·
pal features. 'l'bat is all.''
"Tllal is aU right." replied Frank. "I confess to a weakness in
that direction myself."
Jansen's blood quickened.
"What?" he exclaimed. "Then you are not anxious to return at
once! You will even--"
" Wait for your exploration," interrupted Frank, with a smile.
" Yes, if yon will agree to make it as short as possible."
Janden was too fnll of emotion for adequate utterance.
"You may be sure of that," he said, fulsomely. "1 gladly agree,
Frank.''
Tbey shook hands ~nd went on deck. Wllen tbe decision was au.
nounced it was received joyfully.
"I am very glad to hear that,'; replied Bunce. " It settles a distressi ng possibility. Now let us go forward with the exploration."
J ansen announced at first Ilia desire to vi&it the open sea of which
Lbe valley people bad told him.
This was distant not over one hundred miles. Tbe air-ship could
sail thitller in six or eight hours, and preparations were at once made
lor the start.
Soon all were aboard. The equipments of the scientieats had at
their first capture been confiscated by the natives. To attempt
to recover these now would have been difficult; so tbe attempt was
~m~
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However, all of their valuable effects and instruments had been
recovered from the car of the balloon, and Vadeau bad them in charge.
So tbe party was not so barlly off after all.
Leave was taken o( the valley people, wbo were profuse in their
friendly overtures, being grateful for tbe assistance rendered them by
the air-ship.
Soon the Sky Flyer was sailing away to the westward in search of
I
the open sea.
The valley now gave way to a mighty plateau, and this was carpeted
with a green which was beautiful to behold, deep set among tlJe rocky
hills.
That the region was volcanic was easily seen. But sailing over a
high divide the party came upon a thrilling scene.
The open sea lay before them. It was no myth, and the valley
natives had told the truth.
For some moments de.,ply ir.:Jpressed the voyagers gazed upon t\Je
mighty expanse of water.
It extended to tbe westward as far as the eye could reacll. It was
smooth and placid as glass.
Sandy beaches hemmed it in, and g reat clill's frowned down upon it.
In no other part of the world could there be found such scenery.
~ai d:
•• Egad!" exclaimed Bunce, "if I did not know better 1 should think
"Gentlemen, I can understand your desire to return home at once. that I was upon another planet.''
.
.
But I have a mighty desire to remain here and finish the ecrploration
"Ach, Himmel! You are right, Herr Bunce,'' cried Von Meyer.
of this place. These people <~~.re now friendly, and I shall bave no "It is very wonderful-very strange !"
troullle. I beg of you to go and leave me here. I will find my way • "Mou Dieu! there is no such country as this anywhere else upon ze
borne us best l can.''
whole earth," declared Vadeau.
·
'l'lie nstonisbment of the others was great.
But Jansen gazed upon the scene with a deep light burning in his
"Is the man mad?" gasped Bunce.
eyes.
"Ach, Himmel! He voulu nefare get borne from here without tbe
" You are right, gentlemen,'' he said; " this is the only hot sea
air-ship!" declared Von Meyer.
that I know of on the face of the earth,"
But ar~r um ent was of no avail. ,Tansen was very resolute.
"Eh . bien,'' exclaimed Valleau. "What is zat, m'sieur Jansen!
"I am a devotee of science," he said. "I am willing to immolate You call it a hot sea?"
my life upon tins altnr of research and discovery. If I die in this
" I do,'' replied Jan sen,
region I will leave behind me a faithful record of all its attributes
All eyes were turned upon him in amazement. ,
and cilaracteristics, which some future visitor here may find of ben·
"How you know dot all de time?" asked Von Meyer.
elit.''
Even Frank was surprised and gazed sharply at the waters below.
•· Thttt is nonsense!" cried Bunce, "that would be nothing gained. He gave a violent start.
Better r9turn and perfecL another air-ship to come here witiJ agnin."
He could see a thin fringe of steam where the water washed upon
"Now tLat we are here, why not consummate our purpose!" argued the sands. Tbe sea water was certainly bot.
the famous scientist. "We may never be able to get here again."
"By Jove!" he exclaimed; "that is true!''
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"Of course it is,'' aofrmed J ansen ; "does thi s not pay us well for
our troublt> in coming here! T!1 is is the only hot sea in t~e world.
Just go down there an::! put your fingers in the water if yon t believe
~ it."

"Then we have made tile most wonderful discovery or modern
times,'' declared Bunce.
Frank motioned to Barney in tile pilot house. The Celt allowed
the air-ship to settle down nod rest upon the cliff.
Then the explorers leaped over the rail and ran down to the baach.
CHAPTER XI.
TH E MYSTERIO US SEA.

VoN MEYER was the first to reach the water. He put his band bold·
ly into it.
•
'l'l!en he drew it out with a German oath.
The skin almost peeled from his fingers. He was nuite severely
scalded, and I! a<! to go back t() the air shiiJ and have Ills band done up
in a poultice bypPomp.
Here was certainly one of the greatest wonders of the earth. What
was it tl!at made the waters or the open sea so warm!
This was the question which now absorbed the scientists. They AX·
plored the shore, analyzed tile water, an<l examined the geological
strata.
For some hours they thus spent their time, until finally fatigue induced all to seek slumber.
When the Antarctic morning came, all were awake at an early hour.
As they emerged upon deck, Jansen was the first to behold an as·
tou nding sight.
"Great Cicero!" he gasped. " Am I dreaming, or can I see-here,
Von M&yer, do you see an ything over there!"
The German gave a gurgling cry.
"Mein Gott!" he exclaimed. "Va~ ish dot! I see some peoples in
dut hot vather,"
"Eh bien!" exclaimed Vadeau, with upraise1 hands. "Zey are
not human beings!"
Frank and Barney were also at the r ail and saw the cause of these
remarks. Truly they were well warranted.
For there in the surf of the hot sea a dozen nude forms of human
beings were visible.
They were or a race of natives akin to the mountain men. They
were noncbulantly enjoying a morning ~lip.
And our voyagers had found this water to be of a temperature
bigh enough to boil a man alive. They could hardly beli!!ve their
senses.
" Be jabers, it's tough shkins they must have!" cried Barney.
"Golly! dey am pretty tough sort of peoples!'' averred Pomp.
But the naked natives seemed to experience no ill effects. They
gamboled and sported in the water as if it was at tile normal temperature or seventy degrees.
"That is very queer!" muttered Bunce. "I would suggest, gentle·
men, that we go down an investigate."
This was agreed to.
The scientists climbed over the rail and made their way down the
cliff.
Now for the first lime the bathing natives saw them.
At once they took fright and Jled. In a few seconds not one was in
sight.
Pacific gestures, conciliating words were all in vain. They did not
rtJturn.
Somewhat chagrined, however, the scientists approached the spot
where they had been taking their dip. Jansen put down one finger
and touched the water.
Then he plunged his hand in. He withdrew it unharmed. His face
was a study as he turned to his companions.
"Gentlemen,'' he said, ''we were dreaming yesterday; this is a sea
of cold water."
Words can hardly express the general astonishment. It needed but
a brief experiment to satisfy all that this was the t.roth.
The Hot Sea was a myth or the past, or it had vanished most mys·
teriously. Tile temperature or the water was now tardly seventy.
" By Jupiter!" exclaimed Bunce, in amazement. " Can anyone explain that?"
"I think I can," said Jansen, quietly.
All eyes were upon him.
" This sea is susceptible to Home volcanic influence. It may b'l that
it is in a basin which is just over internal fires. These vary in fierceness and at times the water is heated to a boiling point, at others it
is cooled oy the atmosphere.''
This was certainly a logical theory. As there was no other reasonable way to explain the phenomenon it was generally accepted.
Here waa certainly the most wonderful feature of the Antarctic re·
gion yet discovered. It is needless to say that copious notes were
mnd<'.
Then Frank suggested that they pursue their journey.
l This was agreed to.
· All went bnck aboard the air-ship laden with specimens and much
valuable information, Then Frank sent the air-ship aloft. ·
It was decided to determine the 'extent of the Hot Sea and ~tive it a
thoronl!;h exploration. As the air-ship sailed on it could be seen that
it was a vast expanse of water, for its farther shore was as yet out or
ligl.it.
On sailed the Sky Flyer for hours. The voyagers we~e all on deck
watching for nPW phenomena, when suddenly Bunce cried:

"Look! A maelstrom!"
Instan tly all was excitement.
For some ways buck the voyagers had noticed a peculiar rotary
Jansen hau once attnbuteJ this
movement of the waters of the sea.
to a meeting or conllicting currents.
But now a •listant column of steam was seen rising into the air to
the height of fifty teet or more.
And about this the waters whirled in a concave, swirling mass,
hurrying on madly down Into the abyss of the maelstrom.
Here was certainly a marvelous phenomenon. 'l'he jets of steam
spurting up from the center or the maelstrom explained perfectly well
the heating or thll waters of the sea.
It was beyond doubt that they callje in contact with a heated surface below. This returned the water in undercurrents of varying heat
to every part of the sea.
A corked bottle was thrown into tbe maelstrom a nd its course
watched.
It con tinued to circle in the whirling current for a long while, and
it was fully an hour before it llnally disappeared in the vortex.
Jansen's theory was that the maelstrom was very near the center of
the luke. He also conceived the belief that there was varying phenomena connected with it, and expressed a wish to remain by it and
watch it fo r a while.
Frank was willing and the air·Bhip was held stationary witliin easy
distance of the maelstrom.
The Antarctic night had begun to com e on, and as ali were fatigued
it was decided to remain on the spot until the next day. 1t was reck·
oned th at in twelve hours all the peculiar phenomena or the maelstrom should be developed.
At an early hour Fra nk arose and met Jansen fust coming out of
the cabin.
·
"Good-morning, doctor,'' said the young scien tist.
"Goocl-morning, Mr. Reade,'' was the SCientist's hearty reply. "I
trust you slept well?"
" Indeed, ye~,'' replied Frank; "shall we go on deck?"
" I am bound thither.''
Then both came to a full stop. There, sitting near the rail was
Barney, sound asleep. He was the lust one on watch~ Pomp l!aving
retired a little after midnight.
Frank's face clouded.
" Barney " be shouted " what do you mean, you rascal, by being
asleep at y~ur post?''
'
The C!elt sprung to his feet mucq abashed and fully wide awakP.
"Shure, MisthP.r Frank, I didn't know it,'' he cried; "it's sorry I
am. Oh, !ack-a-dr.y! Ph were have we got to!''
This latter wail was caused by an astonishing sigh t which now mE(
th eir gaze. The sea was no longer beneath the air-ship.
It bad vanished. Frank's instant c<>nclusion, of course, was that
tbe air-ship had drifted beyond the limits of the great body of water.
He went to the rail and saw a great desolate plain of drenched sand
and rock. But the Rea was nowhere in sight.
"We have drirted away from it,'' he cried; "it is not even in
sight."
" When did It rain in the night?'' asked Jansen.
"Ruin !''

"Yes.''
" It did not rain!"
" The ground is very wet. And see, there are little puddles of mud
and water.''
Frank rubbed his eyes.
He stared at the earth and then be gripped the scientist's arm. He
was intens~oly excited.
" Look,'' he gasped; " do you see! The lake is gone!"
"Gone!" exclaimed Jansen, who adjusted his glasses.
''Yes, of
course; we have drifted away from it."
"No, not that. We are right on the same spot as yesterday, but
the laKe has gone, dried up, ran off, or something of the kind.''
Jansen gave a mighty start.
"Great Cicero!" he ejaculated; "is that the truth!"
"It is."
" Then this is only another wonderful phenomenon of thia reg,ion!"
" Just so.''
Jansen was so amazed that be could hardly express himselr logically.
"Well, I never!'' he ejaculated. " Whoever thought. it? Where
hns tbe water gone?"
"There!''
Frank pointed to the spot where th maelstrom had been. There
wns a mighty circular concave basm of . rock covering several
acres.
In its center was a round black hole extending an unknown dis·
tance downward.
That the lake had emptl~d itself by this cavity there was no
doubt.
The maelstrom might have been caused by a break in t~
earth's crust, which bad carried the waters or the lake Into some
subterranean chamber.
Truly it was a strange and mysterious thing.
The two men gazed upon the cavity for some while, then Jansen
said:
" I would like to go down there."
Frank hesitated.
" Can it be eaf,.!" he naked.
" It is, I think,'' replied tbe scientist. " At least I am willing to
take the risk.''
I
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At this moment the other members of the party came on deck. The
sceue which followed baffles descrip1.ion.
There was no end of speculation of argument and conjecture.
Frank's ears fairly acbeu, and finally be said to Barney:
"All right. Lower the air ship; we will take a look at the basin
of the maelstrom!"
"All roight, sorl"
Barney lowered the air ship and it rested upon the gravel below.
Thee the excited scientists leaped down from the deck.
They quickly gained the stone basin. It was an immense Ieuge of
granit.e, and worn as smooth as a mirror.
How long the waters bad been circling In it, it was not easy to
guess. It was sale to say, though, that it was for a long time.
But now the lake bau emptied itsell into some deep part of the
bowels of the earth would it ever come backf This wa8 the question.
The scientists advanced all HOrta or theories. There were as many
sides to the subject as there are stars in the sky. The result was that
no satisfactory conclusion was arrived at.
But at that moment the party were treated to a bit of terrifying
surprise. Suddenly and without warning from the depths of the orifice
in tlle basin there came unearthly sounds.
They were hoarse and gurgling, at times bellowing. The en tire
basin trembled greatly.
This was enough to cause all to llee with terror to the deck of the
alr·ship.
CHAPTER XII.
/

WHICH ENDS '!' HE CHRONI CL E.

NoT until they were salely aboard the air·ship did any in the party
come to a halt.
Then they were disposed to be much ashamed of their conduct,
They burst into laughter.
"Ach, mein Gott!'' cried Von .Meyer. "I tought der teufel vas
after me. Vot vas der trouble?"
" If anybody cau explain this new phenomena, I wish they would
kindly do so," said Jaust>n, with a laugh.
•• Before we are done with the phenomenon of this strange country,
it may do for us," declared Frank.
"Which is true!" agre~>d Bunce. " We have already seen enough
to write a book ou!"
The strange noise had now CE!IIsed and lor a time oil wns silent.
"Pshaw!" said Janstm. " We are a pack of cowards. Doubtless
that was only the internal rumbling of some pent·UP volcano. It
will hardly do us herm!"
".Mon Dieul" exclaimed Vadeau, rubbing his bands. "I am ze
first man to say enough. Snppose we give up ze search now and de·
fer ourselves mooch to M'sieur Rende?"
Jansen hesitated, but seeing eagerness upon the races of all, be
said:
"Let us sail westward one hundred miles further. If we do not
come to the ice barrier then, I will abr.udon the qnest. Or .if we
do.''
"Hurrah!" shouted all.
Frank went into the pilot bouse and turnad the rotsscope lever.
The air-ship shot upward.
Once more in the air the spirits ol all, which were lately a trifle de·
pressed, began to rise.
The alr·sbip filled away rapidly to the westward.
Soon the line of n dlstar.t coast was seen. Beyond it there was a
high ridge of white.
" It is the Ice barrier!" declared Frank. " Are you satisfied, doc·
tor!"
Jansen turned from the rail.
He nodded his head.
"I am," he replied. "The sooner we get back to America now the
better it will satisfy me."
"Amt>nl" exclaimed Bnnc~>.
Frank lost no time in changing the course of the air-ship. In a very
short time the bed of the lake was left behind.
And its mystery was in part unsolved.
Whether it filled up again
or not was never known.
Twelve hours of swift sailing brought the voyagers to the high
mountain line beyond which was the ice region.
Crossing thi~ it became necessary to don heavy furs. Soon the cold
at thnt altitude was so excessive, that It was dangerous to remain ont
on deck.
.
Over mountains and de!lles, great glaciers and mighty crevices the
air-ship sailed on.
The cold was frightful.
Only the excessive beat of an electric disc
.kept the ice from formin~ inches thick on the pilot house windows.
But at length the Sky Flyer began to descend to the lower ph.ins.
Here the temperature was more merciful.
It eve:~ dropped to twenty degrees above. This was considered
warm, and the voyagers ventured out on deck.
On over the ice llelds the air ship sped.
But while nil hands were watching for the open sea, Barney sighted
an object among the ice lloes which gave all a start.
What appeared to he the mast of n ship seemed to rise above the
ice hummocks. The Celt called Frank's attention to it.
"Phwat do yez call it, .Mist her Frank!" be naked.
'l'he Inventor wns interested.
"On my word," he declared, "it looks like a vessel nipped in the
ice."
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" Begorra. it may be, sor. Pbwat shall we do!"
" It would be inhuman to go on and make no inquiry as to her wei·
fare,'' sai<l Frank; "bear down t!iat way, Barney,"
'l'he Celt obeyed.
By this time everybody bad their gaze upon the distant mast. It
was a m<iment of exciting interest.
·
lt was easy to picture some smart vessel nipped in the ice, and the
crew driven to dire resorts. How welcome succor would be?
It was not strange that a vessel should be found in these parts, detained by the ice, lor any ship venturing too low beyond the Horn
was apt to 'be caught by way warp storms and driven gradually mto
those latitudes.
It was almost impossible for a sailing vessel to make headway In the
tenillc storms which swept those seas sometimes for weeks.
So all more than half expected to find a ship thus laid up beyond
the great ice hummocks. And their supposition proved correct.
A boat was suddenly spied among a heap of loose ice cakes. It was
a ship's yawl.
And _the next moment the air-ship sailed over the hummocks, and
there <leeply imbedded in the ice was a ship.
It was of the whaling type somewhat ancient in construction, -and
such as is seldom seen on the seas of to·day.
The mizzen-must had gone by the board, b.ut the main and fore
were standing and their rigging was intact. Even the white sails
were in a perf Act state of preservation lashed to their yards.
"By Jupiter!" exclaimed Bunce, who was something of a sailor,
" is not that au old timer!"
"She is, eh!" asked Jansen.
"Yes."
" It is true," declared Frank. " You seldom see a ~hip or her class
upon the seas to-day."
"Bu·t she looks new!'' said Jansen. "She cannot have been long
in her present position."
Frank laughed <1uietly.
"We shall see," he said. "How long should you think she bad
been here, doctor!''
The scieutiHt replie<l:
" Perhaps a year!"
Frank threw out the rope ladder.
" Come on!'' he said, "Jet us go down nod take a look at her."
One by one ~be party climbed dowil to the ice floe. Then they
climbed onto the ship's deck.
At once they aaw that tbis ship was truly of the old whalin~
type of Iitty years preTious. But everything about her was as ship
shape and neat a9 though her crew were yet on deck making sinmt
or splicing hawsers.
In fact, the visitors looked for the captain to step forth from the
cahin and greet them.
But he did not do so.
Crossing the deck, Frank pressed on the cabin door. It yielded
readily.
It was fearfully chill and tomb like as they entered, and Jansen
remarked:
"They hav11 not had a lire here lately."
" No," replied Frank, dryly; "it is a good while since these
• walls were heated.'' '
'fhe cabin was a trifle dark, but they soon became accu~tomed
to this. Frank led the way.
The furnishings were those of nn ordinary vessel of that clas1. On
the c~>nter table were quadrant, sextant, and a huge globe.
There wns no sign of a human being here. But F'rank led . the way
into the next cabin, and here the scene changed.
A grewsome sight met the gaze of all. UJ;on the floor lay a whitened
skeleton. All vestige of llesh had passed away.
Beyond was a bunk. In this was the skeleton of a woman and a
child.
"The captain and his family!" said Jansen, "they have been a
long while dead!"
Beyond they entered the quarters of the crew. Here were fc>,und the
skeletons of seven men. That they bad not been, removed was evi·
deuce that some disease, perhaps the frightful cold, had killed them
all within a short space of each other.
It was a horrible charnel bouse. After some further exploration,
sick at heart, they returned to the llrst cabin.
Here Frank found the log ol the ship.
It was marked :
•• The Log of the Sl;ip Hester Dean, of Portland, Maine. Captain
Andrew Dean, master; Joel Spence, mate; Sum Bilton, steward, and
sixteen men in crew. A. D. 1834."
Fraok turned to Jansen •
"What did I tell you?" be said.
"You were ri~ht,'' agreed the scientist; "but let us read.''
Frank followed' the entries for a time sufficient to explain the fate of
the ship.
It seemed that she had been nine months in the South Seas for
whales when a heavy storm drove them among the ice.
The entriel! were pathetic In the extreme, and told of the hopeless-..
ness (\f the situation and the sufferings of the crew.
The captain made often and touchmg allusion to his wife and
child, or whom he bad seemed very food. Then came the last sad
words.
"Fester, my darling wile, and baby Mamie are dead of the terrible
hllart chills which came upon us in so strange 'a malady yesterday. I
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nm the only survivor or the crew. Seven lie dead forward. I dare
not ~ro thither to give them burial or to pray over their remains.
"Oh, God! the desolation of this awful moment! lt is as if I were
tlte last man upon earth-deserted, alone, and helpless. Oh, Heaven!
what awful late Is ours! But I have one happy thought. The icy
gripe !sat my heart strings already, and the moments are lew when
I shall be once more with Hester ned with haby in another and better
world. Farewell to earth, our fate will nerer be known."
For a moment a lter Frank read these pathetic lines not a word was
spoken. But t here was not a dry eye in the crowd.
" What shall we doT" finally whispered Jansen. "Ought they not
to bave Christian burial?"
" There Is no better t.om b than this," replied Frar.k. " They will be
as sacredly at rest. here as anywhere els!l upon the lace of the earth."
"ThnL is right," agreed BuncP. " We can do no better thnn to
leave them JUSt as we find them.''
So they went. reverently out nod closed the door of this strange
tomb. Back to the a ir-ship thtJy went.
Not until they were many miles from the spot did the Gloud or
depression lift. Then tile open sea burst into view and brougllt a
cheer.
No storm could detain the air-ship in its course, and it rapidly sped
on to th e northward.
In less than four days land was sighted. It wag Cape Horn.
It is safe to say that the stormy old promontory never loolfed so
welcome to mortals before. When the air-ehip once more crossed the
Straits of Magellan all felt as it they ha<t emerged from a long exile in
an icy tomb.

"Whew!" exclaimed Bunce who was usually plain·spoken, " tho
Antarctic may be all right in its way, but I don't believe that I care
to ever visit it again."
"Veil, main goot friend," cried Von Meyer. "I am or your mind
too. I would rather go back to mllin Vaterland.''
This was tile unanimous sentiment, and with its expression the snhject was dropped. A lew months later famous articl es appeared in
tile Scientific Magazines, written by these famous navigators. But no
word of approbation for the Polar land was allowed to creep in.
Doe credit was given Frank Reade, Jr., for his phi\antrophic mission
In the rescue or the lost navigators. Their fate might never have been
known.
Pierre Vadeau went baok to Paris, Theodore Bunce to Washington,
and Dr. Jansen returned to England to lecture in the great univelsiLies!
As for Herr Von Meyer, he was glad to return to the land or "Unser
!<'ritz," where he is to-day, and would not furfeit hia pipe and his
~chooner for tile whole Antarctic Land, wonderful as it was.
Frank Reade, Jr., with Barney and Pomp returned to Readeslown.
The Sky Flyer would never be able to go upon another journey, for
its mac!Jinery was completelj worn out. But Frank regarded tllis
lightly.
"I have an idea on hand at present that will beat aerial naviga·
tion," he declared; "when I get it sufficiently matured I will tell you
what it is."
And wilh this promise let us take our leave of bi~~J-for the present.
(THE END,)
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by 'l'om 'l'easer
94 The Aldermen Sweeneys of New York,
by l'orn •reaser
95 A Bad Boy's Note Book,
by ·• Ed"

96 A Bad Boy at School,
by "Ed"
97 Jimmy Grimes, Jr.; or, the 'formant of t.he Village,
by 'l'om Teaser
98 Jack and Jim; or, Rackets and Scrapes a t.
School,
by 'l'om 'l'easer

~~l~~~~~~~~.:~~~;3i~~c~~use,
102

103
IC»
105

by 'l'o~ .~:;~~:;
l\1nldoon's Brotbtir Dan,
by Tom 'l'eaijer
'l'he '!'raveling Dude: or. 'I' he Comic"! AdV entures of Clarence ~~itz Roy Jones, by 'l'o m 'l'eMer
Senator !\I uldoon,
by Torn 1' easer
'l'~e :~;;~:~ ~instrels; or, Working ~hep~:;;~ePad
1
8
The Comical Adventures of 'Iwo Du~es,
by 'l'om Teaser

~~ ~}~{~gg~: ~g: g~~: ~:;: lt.

~~ l:~:~ :t:::;:~

108 Billy Moss; or, ll'rom One 'fhiug to Anotller,
by 'l'om Teaser
109 Truthful Jack; or, On Board the Nan cy Jane,
by 'I otn 'l'Aaser

H~ ¥~~dfi'!!~~~~~r's!;;G~1~e·~·h: tf~~~~· il!'r.·~~~~~ 'l'easer
by Peter Pad

112 Johnny Brown & Oo. at School; or, The Deacon's Boy at His Old 'J1ricks,
by Peter Pad
113 Jim, .Ja.ok and Jim; or, Three Hard NoltE' to
Orack,
by 'l'om l'easer
114 Smart & Uo . , the Boy Peddlers,
hy Peter Pad
115 Tbe Two Boy lJlowns; 01, A .Summer Wit.b a

Uircns,
by T om '11 eaaer
116 Benny Bounce; or, A Block of the Old Uhip,
by Peter Pad
117 Young Dick Plunket; or. 'l'he Trinls and 'l'ribula.tions of .Ebenezer Orow,
by :Sum timiley
118 .M uldoon in Ireland; or, 'l'JJe Solid 1\f 1m on the
Old Sod,
by 'l'om 'l'e&ser
119 Muldoon's Orocery Store. P11.rt I, by Tom 'l't:> sser
120 1\1 u ldoon 's Grocery Sture. Part I (, by •row Teaser
12l Bob Bright; or, A Boy of Busiuesl'l and tJ' un.
Part~.
by Tom Teaser
122 Bob Bright; or. A Boy of Business and L?nn.
l'art ll,
by Tom Teaser
123 Muldoon's Trip Around the \Vol'ld. Part I,
·
by Tom 'f easer
124 Muldoon's Trip Around the World. Part II,
by 'fom 'teaser
125 Muldoon's Hotel. Part (.
by l'otu •reaser
126 Muldoon s Hotel. Part Il,
By 'rom '['ea.sAr
127 Muldoon 's Uhrtstml\~,
by Tom TeRRer
128 'l'be :shortys' Uhr1stmas Rackets,
hy Peter Pad
129 ~':;f~~~~·d~r·f,~~t, ~·~nowing in the ~';':}:~:~sP&d
130 Sa.rn Smart, Jr.: or. J!'ollowin~ in the l.t'oo~teps
of His Dad. Part II,
by l'eter Pad
131 Three of Us; or, Hustling for Boodle and F'un.
Part I .
by l'om Teaser
132 '1'bree of Us; or, Hustling for Boodle and Fun.
1
133 O~t~~o~ Fun; or Six Months With a ~~~~~.u Teaser
uy Peter Pad
134 Dtok Duck, the Boss of the Town, by Tom Teaser
135 The Sbortys Doing Europe; or, On a Grund
'l'our for lfun. Pnrt I,
by ~atu Smiley
136 'rhe Shortys Doing Knrope; or, On a Grand
·rour for Fun. Part 11.
by San1 Smiley
137 Aunt Ma.ria; or, She Thought She Kn e w It All,
by Sam :Smiley
138 Muldoon In Obioago; or. Th., Solid 1\ld.n at the
World's Ftdr,
by Tom Tenser
139 Oousin Harry; or, An English Boy in America.
Pal't I.
by Sam Smiley
140 Oouain Harry; or, An En'-!lisb Boy in Americ&,
Part H .
b,, S1un Smiley
141 A New Tommy Bounce; or, Th~ Worst of the
Lot. Part I.
by Sam Smiley
142 A New Tummy Bounce; or, 'rhe W orst of the
Lot. J>,ut II.
by S1un Smiley
143 Stump; or, "Litt.le, But, Ob, My!" Put I.
by Peter Pad
144 Stump; or," Little, But, Oh, My!" Part I [
by Peter Pad
145 Shoo-Fly; or, Nobody's l\toke. Part I.
146 Shoo-Fly; or, NobodJ'S l\1oke.

By the author of " Young Sleuth,"

By "Noname."

Price 5 Cents.
Price 5 Cents.

No.

b~~·~:~~e~s:J

81 Behind the Scenes: or, Out With a b*~:~~:!"~kaser
Qombination.
by Peter .Pad
8'.2 'fhe Funny lfour,
by Peter Pad
~ Muldoon ·s Base Ball Olub,
by 'l'om 'l'easer
84 ·M uldoon's Base Bu.ll Olub in Boston, by 'l'o1t1 Teaser
85 A .Bad ~g,;r: or, Hard to Urack,
by '!'om Teaser
86 Saw; or, 'l'he Troublesome lfoundliogby Peter Pad

10l

~
.

L a test Issues of

78 .Muldoon. f,he Solid Man,
by •rom TeAser
79 Joe Junk, the Whaler; or, Anywhere for Fun,
by Peter Pad
SO The Deacon's :Son; or, The Imp of the Village,

•

--.. .,.- --.,.,---.........

L atest Issues of

~ cOMIC

Play,

----~-----

Latest Issues of

No.
14 An Old Boy; or, Ma.looey After Education,
by 'fom 'l'easer
75 Tumbling 'fim: or, Traveling \Vith a Cirous,
by Peter Pad

92

---·- - --------

PaJ'hTom Teaser
by Tom Teaser
147 Obips &nd Ohin Obin, the Two Orphans . Part
I.
by Peter Pad
148 o¥P.'s and Ohio Ohin, the Two Orphnb;·Pe~!;tPad

No.
& Lost 1\lan in His Latest Air \Vander .
92 lfrank Reade, Jr., In Centra.l India; or, The Search
For the Lost Savants .
93 'l,b·1·~~siJ~Ne~sltb~dh~~P ~r:a~k Reade Jr.'s Wonderful
94 Over t.he Andes With Frank Reade, Jr., iu His New
Air-~llip; or, Wild Aclventures i.n Pern.
95 li'rank Reade, Jr . 's Prairie Whirlwi.nd; or, 'l'be Mystbry
of the Hidden Canyon.
96 Uude1· the Yellow Sea; or. Frank Reacle, Jr.'s Search
for the Uaye of Peu.rJs Wii.h His New Submarine
Oruiser.
97 Around the Horizon for 'l'en 'l'housand Milee; or,
~big.k Reade, Jr.'s Wonderful '!'rip 'fitb H1s Air-

91 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search For

98 ll' rank H.eade, Jr. 'e: "Sky ScrapeT;" or, North and
South Around the \Vorld .
99 Un~:~J~.efr~~~~~~[~~~ l~b~~~~Y~~~ ~~~;~:~.;or, !frank
100 li'rom Ooast to Coast; or, Frank Reade Jr.'s 'J'rip
·
Across Afriou. in His Electric" Boomerang . .,
101 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Elect::ic Carj or, Out"it102

103
104
105
106
107
108

L~~t~: ft:sK:~~~~!f~~~f tbe

Moon ; or, Franlo Reade,
Jr . '• Great •rrip With His New Air-Ship, the
uscud."
100 Miles Below tbe Surface of the Sen: or, Tbe Mllrvelons 'l'rip of .F rank Reade, Jr. 's "Hu.rd-l:ihell"
Submarine lloat .
Abandoned in Alaska; or, }"'rank Reade, Jr.'s 'l'brilling Search for a Lost Gold UJaim With His t\ew
New .l!.;lectric Wtt~on .
Around tue Arctic Circle; or, Frnnk Reade, Jr.'s
1\lost Faq1ous Trip Wit.h His Air-~hip, the "Orbit."
Uude•· l~'our Oceans; or, .tl'rank .H.eade, Jr.'s Submarine Chase of a " Sea Devil."

F~~~t f~1h~i~~u~a~h\~i~~r.tl1~~ .?(Jv!~ra u~ -~~:~fbu~~a

0

'l'~Vo~~:~Tnlf ~f~~meiiithr, ~i~ nk~!~ad.A'ir~S·~~pl1 t~!

'' Jflusll."
109 Lost in the Great Undertow: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s
:Suh:narine Cruise JD tbe Gulf :Stream.
110 From '1'rop1c to 'fropic ; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Latest
'J'our With His Bicycle Car.
111 To the End of the Earth in an Air-Ship; or, Frank
Reade, Jr.'s Great Mid-Air Flight.
112 The Underground Sea; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Subterranean Cruise in His :Submarine Boat.
113 '.rbe Mysterious Mirage; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert
:Search for a Secret Uity with His New Ovel'land
Uh&ise .
1U Tbe l!:lectric Island; or. }'rrmk Reade. Jr.'s SParch for
tbe Greatest Wonder on p;arth With Hi::i Air·Ship,
the" Fliuht."
115 Mor Six Weeks Huried in a Deep Sea Cave; or,
li'rank Reade, Jr.'s Great SaUrnarine Search .
116 The Galleon's Gold; or, ~" rank ll.eade, Jr.'s Deep :Sea
Search.
117

Afii~~i.toustl:~i~ :!th.J"~:d:r~fai~v~~t!;~sH;~ NS~~

Antipodes.
Reade, Jr . 's Greatest Flying Machine; or,
Jfi~hting the Terror of the Coast.
.
On the Great Meridian \Vitb Frank Reade. Jr., In l :h s
~:i~ i~iM~dh~X~r.or, A 'l'Wenty-lfive Thousand Mile
Under the Indian Ocean Wifth Frank Reade, Jr.; or,
A Cruise in a Submarine Boat.
Astray in the Sehas; or, 'rbe \Vild Experiences of
~~~~~c~~itb• t~!·EJ~~~i~Yc::d Pomp, iu South
Lost in a Comet's Tail; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'.s Strange
""dventnre Wtth His .New Air-Ship.
:Six Sunken Piratee; or, lf rank Reade, Jr.'sMarvelous
Adventures in the Deep Sea.
Bfi~d<!r~~~. ~~~t !if ~s~;18~~rt~r'Pb~!~~~e, ,Jr.'s Over-

80 Young Sleuth and Billy the Kid Nn.mber Two; or, The
Hidden Ranch of the Panhandie.
81 Young tileutb 's Master Stroke; or, The Lady Detective's Mnuy l'lat:ikS.
82 :Murdered in a Mask; or, Young Sleuth nt the :French.
Ball.
83 Young Sleuth in Paris; or, The Keen Detective Mnd
the BomU-'l'browers.
84. Young Sleuth and the Italian Brigands: or, The Keen
Detective's Grentest Rescue.
85 Young f:;leuth nnd a Dead Man's Secret; or. The 1\tessa.~~:e in the HAndle of a Dag.:er.
0

~ ~~~~: ~\~~~~~ ~:~o~~~;l~~n~~~~8~:~~s 1~i!~Or, Fol-

lowing a Pair of Wild New York l.nds.
88 Yonng :Sleuth at Atlantic City; or, '.rhe Great SeasideMystery.
89 Young Sleuth, tbe Detective in Obicago; or, Unraveling n Mystery.
90 Tbe lh.n in tlJe Safe; or, Young Sleuth as a llanl'
Detective.
91 Young Sleuth and the Phantom Detective; 'l'De Jr,.
'l'rail of the Dead.
92 Young fsleutb und the ' Girl in the Mask; or, '1'he Lady
Monte Oristo or Haiti more.
93 Young Sleuth and i.he Uorsican Knife-Thrower: or~
'l'lJe ~1ystery of tlle 1\turdered Act.reos.
94 Young :Sleuth and the Cnshiel'·s Crime; or, 'l'he Evid e l'lce of a. Dead Witness.
95 Young Sleuth in the '!'oils; or, 'l'be Death Traps of
New York.
96 Young ::Sleuth and the Miser's Ubost; or, A Hunt li'or
Hidden Money.
97 Young Sleuth as a Dead Game Sport; or, 'l'he Keen
Detectives H.use for $10,000.
98 Young Sleutb and the Gypsies' Gold; or, 'fbe Paclcage
Marked,. Z."
99 Young Sleuth and Poliuy Pete, the Sharper King; or,
'l'he Keen Det.flctive's Lottery Game.
100 Young :Sleuth in the Sewersot New York; or, Keen
Work from B:toadwa.y to the Uowery .
101 Young Sleuth and tbe Mad Hell Ringer; or, '1'he
Secret of the Old Church Tower.
102 Young Sleuth's l;nknown; or. 'l'he Man who Cam&
Behind.
103 Young 5leuth's Great Swamp Search; or,1'he MissGirl of Everglade.
104 Young Sleuth and the Mad Doctor; or, The Seven
Poisoned Powders.
105 Young Sleutb•s Big Bluff; or. Simple Snllie's l\1ission.
106 Young ~leutb's Great Contract; or, '£be Keen Detective's Double Gnme.
107 Young Sleuth's Night \Vatch; or, 1'he Keen Detective:
Guarding Millions.
108 Young Sleuth and the Mystery of the Dark Room:
or, 'I' lie Crime of the Pbotogra.pb Gallery.
109 Young Sleuth u.nd the Gold ~hip Robbery; or, .Heating llold Crooks on an Oceau Steamer.
110 Youn~Z ~leut,h and the Great Mine Mystery; or,l\tur.
dered Unaer Ground.
lll Young Sleuth and the Runaway Heiress; or, A Gid
Worth Millions A\llon.g Desverate Urool<s.
112 Young Sleuth nnd t.he Haunted Mill; or, 'l'be Phantom Mys•ery of Dark Dell.
113 Young Sleuth and the Millionaire 'l'ramp; or, Dia-

y~;~:~tsVe~l~~r ~:Ssihe

Masked Ua·ther of Atlant.ia:
City; or, The Mystery of a Crim~ of +lie Surf.

118 Frank

114

119

115 Youulr( Sleuth and tbe Mad Art1et; or, 'l1he Crime of

120
121
122

123

124

1

125 L~~\~~~i~;Ii:h't. ~,rank Reade, Jr.'s Most Wonderful

126 Afloat in a Sunken Forest; or, With Fra nk Reade,
J r , on a. Submarine Uruise.
127 AcrostS the DeAert of Fire: or, Frank Reade, .Jr. ' s
Marvelous 'l'rip to a Strange Conn try.
128 Over Two Continents; or, Ji" rtLDk Jteade, Jr.'s Long
JJistance l"li2bt With His New Air-Shiv.
129 The Coral Labyrinth ; or, Lost With Frank Reade, Jr.,
iu a Deep Sea Cave.
130 Along tL.e Orinoco; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in
Venezuela.
131 A~fiti ~\e'! ~~r~b~ ~:sfir:,nk Reade, Jr.'s Latest Trip
1S2 1,000 Fathoms Deep; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in
the Sea of Gold.
133 The Island in the Air; or, Frank Reade. Jr.'s 'l'rip to .
the 'l'ropics .
IS. ln the Wild Man's l .. and: or, With Frank Reade, Jr.,
in the Heart of Australia.
135 'l'he S1111ken Jsthmns; or, With Frank Reade. Jr., in
the Yucatan Chttnnel "'•itb Hts New Submartne
Yt.cht the;. ·• Hen Diver . .,
136 The T.. ost Oarav11n; or, Frank Reade, Jr., on the
Stnked Plains With His" Electric Racer. "
137 The 'fra.nsient Lake: or, lfrank Rende, Jr.'s Adventures in a Myst"rious Country With His New AirShip, the u Spet·tre ."
138 The Weird hl11nd: or. Frank Rea1le, Jr.'s Strange
Submarine Search for a Deep Sea Wonder.
139 The Abandoned Country; or, ]frank Reade. Jr., liJxploring a New Continl!!nt .
140 Over the Steppes; or, Adrift in Asia With Frauk
Reade. Jr.
141 The Unkno"n Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s UnderWa.te•· Cruifi:O.
U2 In t.he Black Zone:· or. Frn.nk Reade, Jr.'s Quest for
the Mountain of Ivory .

1

the Studio.
116 Young :Sleuth's Hest Find; or,. The Secret of the Iron
Obest.
117 Young Slenth's J.ndy Fe·rreto; or, Tbe Keen Detective's Beautiful Spy.
ll8 Young Sleuth and a Wolf in :Sheep's Ulothing; or,.
Unmnskiug the Prine~ of Jmpos10rs.
Jl9 Young Slentb's Boy Pupil; or, 'l'he Keen Detect1ve's
Street lloy Pard .
120 Young Sleutb and the :Stdewalk Prince; or, Neck to.
_'lack 'Vitb Hiddeu Jfoes.
121 Young Sleutb and f.he Mysterious Model; or, '!'heSecret of a Murdered Artist.
122 Your.g Sleuth an<.! tb·e Ladl' Phrsician; or, 'rhe Mystery of the Poiso!led Cup.
123 Young Sleuth and tbe Actor's Strange Urime: or, Tbe
Murder Before t,he . Footligb1.s .
1
124 Young Slerrth and tlle Madhouse Mystery; or, The
Mystic Sigu of 7.
125 Young Sleuth and the Mystery of the Mill on the
:Marsh: or, Tbe lndiau Doctor' s Dark Plot
126 Young Sleuth and the li'euwle tSnuke Uharmer; or,.
'!'he Hn.ndcu.ffed Man of the Iron Room.
127 Y~f~:eS~er~~~ 'Hlio~~er.l~~i~~t~~i~P~~·.s; or, 'fbe Queen
128 Young 1::-\leuth and Lost .Mr. :Medway; or, the Hand
86

129

130
131
!32
133
134

135

136
137
138

139

y~tfn°:Jt~l~u~~d tb~· Copper

Mine Mystery; or, 'l'he
Detective' s Under'-!round Clew.
Young Slt•uth and the tilllves of t.bc Si1ver Dagger; or:,.
The Mystery of the New Aladdin.
Y~~~:t~~h'L~h~~~1-'~~~~~~~dJe~~~~ond Sharp; or, Df'sYoung Sleuth nod tbe Broadway \Vindow Smasher; or.
'l'he Diamf'lnd 'f'hief's Last Haul.
YQ)d\t~J r.~t~a~nneuf;~G&d: Fence of the Bowery; 01·,
Young Sleuth and the Fat!ll Postage S~n.mp; or, ~lur
dered by Mail.
Young :Sleuth and the lfire l!:scape Crook; or, l'h&
Keen Detective's Hattie in Mid Air.
Young Sleuth and the Midnight Moonshiner.'J; or,.
'I' he Tratl of the Mountain League.
Young Sleutfi and tbe Ma.u in the G-ray Coat; or, 'l'he
l\1yt~tery of a 1\lu rder Without a !\1otive.
Young Sleuth and the Boy Baseball Captain; or,.
Happy Harry's Great Home Run.
Young Sleuth and the Vamping Out Olnb; or, T·he

1

uo y~J:~eSfe~~~~ened ~~o~~~Qj~~Us

Rider; or, Baming

a Poor Lad's Foes.

All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address, post·paid, on receipt
of price. Address

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.
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